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The Incomplete
Archetype
For the creation of any work of art what the
artist needs first is the initial desire. From
point A to point B, which is no other than the
materialization of this desire, the procedure
is a clearly personal matter that can be optimized by means of the transcendence of the
artist’s inner world as well as the transcendence of the means the artist uses.
The firm belief of the Paradox Ethereal project, sharing Plato’s ideas, is that every work of
art pre-exists in an archetypal form. The artist
is merely “infected” by this initial archetype
and as if in a state of a virtual pregnancy looks
forward to materialize the initial inspiration.
When the finished work of art stands before
our very own eyes, we can then talk about
the artist’s “personal idiom”, or else the artist’s
“style”, which is no other thing than the combination of the archetype with the artist’s skill
and personality, depending on how clearly
the person has managed to channel the initial
archetype.
It is actually a challenge to approach the initial inspiration, the eternal source, so that the
creation can be as compete as possible, and
yet never totally complete. This is the crucial
point where transcendence takes place. The
creation of any work of art is a serious procedure in which the mind is reprogrammed
to conceive, realize and materialize the initial
inspiration by means of the artist’s personality, influences and knowledge. Taking all these
into account I daresay that every work or art
deserves respect and every artist has the ab

solute right to work on an idea that someone
else has already elaborated on. Nothing belongs to anyone. Inspiration is a gasp of wind
that makes things interesting and worthy of
attendance. What is really left is the artists to
understand who they really are and what inspires them the moment they forget who they
really are but remember only what they are
going to create.
Whatever an artist creates preexists and what
really touches us in a work of art is harmony.
An open mind, a mind that never judges but
merely observes can contact the archetypal
form of inspiration more easily. The act of
creation always finds a way to beat Time and
find new outlets. “The Artist is the Creator of
Beautiful Things”, says Oscar Wilde. We conceive this kind of beauty not in the sense of
commercial current stereotype of beauty but
in the sense of the platonic ideal, of completeness, of life instilled in a work of art that is
sincere, harmonious and the outcome of the
artist’s effort to record, save and transmit. l
Mary Vareli

Lamia by John William Waterhouse (1905)

Biliana BibiShi BibiShan
Belgrade, Serbia
from Beirut, Lebanon

“We are all so different in our similarity and so similar
in our differences”
Billiana shoots with passion; she records her life and her thoughts creating realistic and non-realistic images that bring the viewer into the beautiful world of Billiana’s mind. Her shots are a celebration of naturalism, her
melancholic portraits a testimony of human feelings.

for details, the smallest ones that people can
hardly see! I think when I LOOK I can SEE
and that is important in Life - TO look and to
see with wide open eyes , mind and soul!
Are there photographers you admire?

Mary Vareli: Tell us about you and your passion, photography.
Biliana RaKocevik: I have been shooting
since I was 11 years old. My younger sister,
Bojana, was my first model! Since then, I used
to take pictures from time to time, with huge
periods of breaks, because to develop films
was too expensive. I had a great productive
year, when my boyfriend left me, and I was so
sad, that I had to express myself and to think
about something else, at that time, 20 years
ago, I was developing black and white by myself! Oh, now, when I look back, I did a lot of
photographs! During the NATO bombing of
Belgrade, I was shooting Horses, also a way to
distract myself from the Bombing! Photography is a kind of expression.
Source of Inspiration?
What inspires me? Hard question!! Everything inspires me! I love seeing a beautifully
done photograph of some landscape but most
of all, I love people, their unique faces/visages
are inspiring me! The expressed emotions on
their faces are so touching for me! Most of all
I love B&W photography and artistic Fine Art
photography, because I think that Life is very
hard and cruel, and I want to embellish it with
my Art! I can find beauty in small ordinary
things in life, concerning my abstract works!
With my Abstracts, I am also trying to search

Other people’s Photographs inspire me to be
a better photographer! I admire a lot of older
Masters of Photography, but I don’t have any
favorites among them. I think that all photographers involved deeply in the Art of Photography can make at least One Photograph
that is Brilliant!
What is the message you wish to convey?
I am expressing the beauty, the aesthetic part
of myself. I love Beauty and I think that Beauty is omnipotent and can stand for itself! So I
am trying so much to show to others only the
Beauty in everything.

I love people, and I wish OUR CHILDREN to
become better and smarter than US! I think
that we have to build a better place to live! I
am against War, and all this Unfairness and
Injustice!!! I wish that ALL GOOD People
find themselves in a better World. Life is beautiful, but not all people are… I wish life could
be simpler, not so complicated as some People
are making it! I wish people had no more wars
and miseries! I wish that everyone can enjoy
the sunshine! And I think that the mission of
Artists is to make a beautiful place outside the
real world! I wish that everybody is happy and
that everybody loves everyone! l
With my portraits I want to show different
emotions and feelings through the expression
on the face, in the eyes, mirror of the soul! I
am just expressing myself in some ordinary
and simple way! And I love the Light, the sun,
I am mostly trying to be an optimist in this
very Pessimistic World of hate, war and evil! I
am the opposite! I am a normal human being
living some ordinary life and trying to show
to everyone that LIFE IS A WONDER!
Are feelings and the inner self important
when shooting?
Yes, I do believe that the inner sentiment and
emotions we carry within us by education,
culture and other social ways is very important. But also I think that Art has no limits, no
limitations, and that in our similarity the only
difference is our style, our point of view! As
I am trying to develop my inner soul and to
be always open in fighting my bad habits and
prejudice, I am first looking inside and then I
express myself. Maybe I am running and hiding in my Photography from this cruel and
complicated life and reality, especially in my
country, but in the World in General.
Make a wish! (Or more)

“Am I an Idealist? Yes,
I am, for Love, Peace
and Understanding.”

HOME PAGES
PHOTOGRAPHY
www.photo.net/photos/Biliana
MUSIC
https://soundcloud.com/biliana-bibi-bibishan
New Age Rhythm - Soul music

Windflowers by John William Waterhouse, 1902

"I am constantly
drawn
to nostalgic or
vintage things,
be it sentimental
items.."

Ann Texter

A playful Victorian mood
leads to fresh, atmospheric aesthetics expressed in
mature experimentation
and modern means. The
Polaroid transfers of Ann
Texter carry us to a world
of ... “Realistic-Romanticism”, communicated in
abundance . She specializes in toy camera, medium
format, large format, Polaroid, and various other
types of photography. She
is an active member of the
Austin Alternative Process Group and the Texas
Photographic Society. Her
work has been frequently exhibited, both locally
and nationally.
Born in Mexico,
living in Texas

Mary Vareli: Tell
us a few things
about you.
Ann Texter: I’ve
been passionate
about photography since the age
of 16, when my
mother bought
me a Pentax
K1000 to take on
a summer trip.
I finally feel that within the last couple of
years I am closer to creating the types of images I’ve always wanted to.
What attracts you to vintage objects? Tell
us about your equipment.
I’ve always felt I have an old soul because I
am constantly drawn to nostalgic or vintage
things, be it sentimental items, antiques,
places, old photographs, music, films etc…
or simply something that stirs a memory or
emotion for me. I currently work with several cameras: Pentax K1000, Kiev 88CM, Polaroid Land Camera 100 and tons of Toy Cameras: Holga, Holgaroid, Diana, Anny (a Diana
clone), Pouva Start and the list goes on …
each one very unique in its own way.
You seem to love Polaroid Image Transfers.
I’ve found that the Alternative Process of
Polaroid Image Transfers gives me the ability
to create what my mind sees or feels when
I look through the camera lens. Each of my
cameras, combined with the processes I use
can be quite unpredictable at times, which
lends itself to a wonderful serendipity.
Is there a message behind the images?
I don’t strive to convey a message or atti-

tude with my photography. Of course there
are always some personal feelings in each
image, but I love how the end result of my
work seems to appear timeless, which is important to me. The timeless appearance lets
each viewer relate in their own way, with
their own feelings, which allows them to linger a little longer within an image.
Favorite photographers?
Some of the many photographers who’s
work I admire: Diane Arbus, Sally Mann,
Anne Arden McDonald, etc… and I must
mention Edwin H. Land, the inventor of Polaroid. I also draw a lot of inspiration from
many of the wonderful photographers I’ve
met on line all over the world.
How important is the inside world of an
artist, is it an additional filter?
I do feel the inside world of an artist contributes to his/her work. It stems from their inner passion. l

“And if a day goes by without
doing something related to
photography, it’s as though
I’ve neglected something essential to my existence, as
though I had forgotten to
wake up.” - Richard Avedon
HOME PAGE
www.anntexter.com

Anestis Chatzibeis
I am happy I can express my inner self
with some light and shadows

Greek Photographer

Mary Vareli: Tell us some things about yourself, anything you consider important.
Anestis Chatzibeis : Photography is my favorite art since childhood and now I am glad I
am an artist in this world. It’s a big part of my
life and I am happy I can express my inner
self with some light and shadows. I have been
taught by some of the best photographers in
the world through seminars and I really enjoy
this!
When did you start shooting, can you remember your first shot as an amateur?
It’s a story of about 5 years. Less with DSLR.
Well I don’t remember my first shot but I am
sure it was a landscape. I think it’s the best way
to get you into photography. A cheap film or
digital camera can do the work just to learn
angles, camera position etc. Slr was the next
step.

What motivated you to become a professional
photographer?
For me, it’s impossible to be an artist without
being a professional. It’s not about the financial profit, it’s about the time you need to be
trained and the expensive equipment you
have to buy . Even as a hobby, it needs money
and time. You have to gain money to enlarge
your equipment and you need time to use it
so if you do another job it’s not easy. Of course
you can keep it simple. A camera, a lens and
there you go, but you cannot advance without
being already rich or by getting another job.
Especially now. I want to be more advanced
and expand my equipment so I need money and a lot of time with my camera and pc
monitor.
How long have you been working as a photographer?

Not very long, I have many chapters of training in photography before I’ll dive deep into
this as a professional.
Transcendentalism prevails in your work.
What inspires you?
Very interesting question and it’s the first time
I think someone finds that clue. Photography
as a visual art can record moments, objects
landscapes and all of these are a nice trip. Every person has a story inside and this is the
biggest journey to take. So many worlds and
concepts are hidden in something like that
you called “transcendental” and it’s nothing
more than a story behind everyone. What else
do I need to be inspired? Everyone has a big
story to share and I am there to record that
with respect.
How would you define your style?
Absolutely as cinematic art. From the Hollywood old glamour to the underground films
and modern big productions, this is my space
of work.
Tell us about your equipment.
I mostly work with flash light and modifiers
indoors and outdoors. Ambient light is just a
fill for me, it never works as a key light except
in certain shoots. Speedlights are the most
practical light sources outdoor and indoor for
a small studio, where you don’t need extreme
power or tiny recharge times. Indoors I prefer
softbox because of the control and the quality
of light. Outdoors a set of umbrellas is a good
way to go. Favorite modifiers are also flash
grids and snoots. They are made for hair/rim
lights but I use them sometimes on my main
light. I must say I love ND filter idea and I
never use flash meter cause it’s a metering tool
and it cannot meter what I want as an artist. In
the past I worked with fluorescent light. Dark

backgrounds are my style, mostly grey and
black. Of course the post production master
is Photoshop, but I have to hold a technically good raw file. Photoshop is just a plus not
everything in my work. The mood is there, in
the light, the shadows, the feeling. I work with
some favorite plugins inside photoshop.
What types of cameras do you shoot with?
Now I am using Nikon DSLR, always a Nikon
guy, because of the quality and certain ups and
downs. The main idea is that any slr; Nikon,
Canon, Sony, is good for a good photographer but of course when you are an advanced
user, you know what to choose.
Favorite lenses and preferable lighting equipment?
For now I trust Nikon lenses but there are other good brands like Tamron. I love my 35mm
cause it was my first lens besides the kit lens. It
has not the best bokkeh (blurred background)
but it’s good for outdoor portraits and low light

situations. A good wide lens on 24mm is my
next target for landscapes and studio shoots
with this wide dramatic feeling. Speedlights
are my favorite lighting source, they have zero
weight and they can freeze motion much easier than a big studio flash. Yongnuo has some
serious models now in the Nikon/Canon level
with big lcd screens, great guide numbers and
ttl technology. I use some of them.
Your images have a cinematic feeling, tell us
more about this.
The way I work when it’s possible, the shoot is
not something static, there is a flow and that
works like recording a movie with a script.
There is an intro, a main part and an ending.
Even though most of the stories are personal,
this flow gives the sense of cinematic feeling.
You cannot do that in a static way. Of course
great directors and producers do the same in
movies. My goal is to capture imaginary motion and share a story. When Tarkovsky plays
with his surreal moments and shadows and
when Peter Jackson travels with his elves,
ideas and technical information are translated
in my head. Film Noir is one of my favorite
styles of underground and the greatest hollywood idea ever made, I think. The dark side
of everyone, the shadow side to side with this
bright light. That is a big part of my style.
What is your secret in making models relaxed
and in the mood for your conceptual play?
An ideal photoshoot starts some days before
the actual shoot. The style, the idea and concept has to be clear in my mind and the model
has to be part of this. Photography is a visual
art but it is never like that in a shoot, it’s always
like recording a movie. There is motion, flow,
always music and visual effects when possible. The mood is there, so all you have to do is
make models feel comfortable and challenge
them to be part of a story. I am always trying
to create a little story that fits the model’s

inner world. That’s the main secret. Amateur
or professional models can act excellently,
more or less, but when they are part of something more personal, the shoot is much more
interesting and I have some great shots! Of
course it is easier when I have models with
acting skills like my main model; you can
check her in some of my promotional shoots.
Any exhibitions?
Well here in Greece art is something not yet
developed, I think. There are some great artists out there, some wonderful ideas but all I
can see in exhibitions is the same people again
and again, on top of this these artists are never
there. Like every art, photography is in “crisis”. Maybe some new ideas and styles are not
yet acceptable in Greece. In other countries
things are different. I will soon prepare 2 photo galleries, one with fine art photos and one
with composites I’m working on. They will be
available online for a start.
Favorite photographers that have influenced
you?
I cannot say I’ve ever found a main influence.
It’s not the best way to be an artist I think. If
you are a “photo freak”, you have many scenes

and inspiration inside your mind and soul
and influence is sometimes a big step away
from this big source of art. You can always
learn from the masters, but this is different. I
have attended web seminars with great photographers in various styles. Matthew Jordan Smith gave me the will and idea of being
persistent on my style and the art of working
with models. Brooke Shaden is a good fine art
teacher, Joe Mc Nally is a speedlight master
,Joel Grimes, Zach Arias and some others. All
these are different styles, but they all gave me
the information I needed. The main idea is to
master light. If you want to be a professional photographer you have to be a “scientist”
in light. It’s never random. You have to know
how to do exactly what you have in mind.
Even when you go surreal. That is my main
influence, concerning the masters.
What do you like reading?
Books about the paranormal and strange
worlds. It’s a challenge to visualize them. I
think many people like this.
Are you currently working on a project?
I am mostly in seminars now and in my free
time I am working on composites. Soon I will
have some fine art promotional photoshoots.
Fresher and deeper than you think .
Thank you, check some of my work or be a
part of it! l
You can find me
online on:
http://anestischatzibeis.wix.
com/artofphotography
On facebook :
https://www.facebook.com/anestis.
chatzibeis

masters of photograhy

“To see in a thousandth of a second that which
the ordinary person passes without notice - this
is the theory of photo reporting. And to photograph what we see during the next thousandth
of a second - that is the practical side of photo
reporting.””

Martin Munkácsi

(born Mermelstein
Márton; 18 May 1896 – 13 July 1963) was a
Hungarian newspaper writer and photographer who worked in Germany (1928–34) and
Munkácsi himself shooting in Long Island Sound
the United States. Quite innovative at that
time managed to use his artistic and technical skill to turn sports photographs into action
photographs. Later he worked for the Berliner
Illustrirte Zeitung and the fashion magazine
Die Dame. Munkácsi is also distinguished for
Frida Kahlo and Di
shots of Berliners, rich and poor, in all their
activities, as well as his aerial photographs.
On 21 March 1933, he photographed the fateful Day of Potsdam, when the aged President
Paul von Hindenburg handed Germany over
to Adolf Hitler. Munkácsi died in poverty and
controversy. Several universities and museums declined to accept his archives, and they
were scattered around the world.
In 1932 when young Henri Cartier-Bresson
saw the Munkácsi photograph Three Boys at
Lake Tanganyika, taken on a beach in Liberia
said: “For me this photograph was the spark
that ignited my enthusiasm. I suddenly realized
that, by capturing the moment, photography
was able to achieve eternity. It is the only photograph to have influenced me. This picture has
such intensity, such joie de vivre, such a sense of
wonder that it continues to fascinate me to this
day.”
He paraphrased this many times during his
life, saying, “I suddenly understood that photography can fix eternity in a moment. It is the
only photo that influenced me. There is such intensity in this image, such spontaneity, such joie
de vivre, such miraculousness, that even today
it still bowls me over.”

Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera

“Think while you
shoot” Martin Munkácsi

Richard Avedon also commented on Munkácsi: “He brought a taste for happiness and honesty and a love of women to what was, before him,
a joyless, loveless, lying art. Today the world of
what is called fashion is peopled with Munkácsi’s babies, his heirs.... The art of Munkácsi lay
in what he wanted life to be, and he wanted it to
be splendid. And it was.” l

Liber Novus

The Red Book - Manuscript written and illustrated by Carl Gustav Jung

“Confrontation with the unconscious” called Carl Jung his extended self-exploration and
between 1914 and 1930 he created the 205-page manuscript; written and il ustrated by
the genius himself. The Volume is a blend of calligraphy and art available, 80 years after
its completion, by Jung historian Sonu Shamdasani and published by WW Norton.

P A RA C E L S U S
AND HIS APPROACH TO TRUE KNOWLEDGE
by Giorgos Papadopoulos

P

aracelsus (or Theophrast Bombast von
Hohenheim, as his ‘official’ name was) was
born probably in 1493 near the village and
the abbey of Einsiedeln (not very far from
Zurich, Switzerland), an important station
on the pilgrimage way to the famous Santiago de Compostela. His father was a practicing physician there and from him he took his
first lessons on medicine, alchemy etc.

“The physician should see not only
the material parts of the human
body, but also spiritual entities or
powers that are operating within.
For Paracelsus the most important
knowledge is that which refers to
things not accessible to vulgar experience. knowledge of the secrets
of nature is realized in a straightforward manner, like direct seeing –
and not e.g. through reasoning. The
word ‘magic’ should not sound paradoxical or absurd, if we only take
into account what was really the
meaning of this word at the time of
Paracelsus.”

His life until the time he became a well-known
(and controversial) figure remains quite unknown, covered with a lot of assumptions
circulating not only after his death but also
during his lifetime. He himself writes that he
took his doctor’s degree (both in medicine
and surgery) from the University of Ferrara,
Italy. He has written a lot of books in German (quite a scandal for a scientist of that
time, as the language of all ‘serious’ scientists and philosophers throughout Europe
was Latin) , but very few of them appeared
in print during his lifetime (including some
astrological predictions).
He died 1541 in Salzburg and his tomb can
be seen even today at the old cemetery of
San Sebastian. A great part of his works was
printed at the end of 16th century. A more
modern edition appeared in Germany between 1922 and 1933 in 14 volumes – but
this included only works dealing with medicine and natural philosophy. He has written
an equal amount of theological works, only
half of which has been edited and printed
until now (there is now in Zurich a project
trying to complete the edition of these

works). After his death and the publication
of many of his books, a great controversy
broke out; there were people who admired
his teachings and called him the founder of
a new medicine and philosophy and others
(more numerous) who condemned him as
a charlatan, heretic or even a godless man.
The medical schools of the universities kept
on teaching the old (Galenic-Arabic) medicine and even issued verdicts condemning
his ideas.

could lead to grave misunderstandings, if
we understand ‘experience’ and ‘empirical
knowledge’ in the sense these terms are
used today.
For Paracelsus, real experience, as he understands it, does not give us only superficial,
‘exoteric’, rude characteristics or properties
of things, phenomena or processes. But
this real (or ‘higher’) experience leads us to
knowledge of the real substance, of the essence or the esoteric properties of things
or processes. Here two interrelated aspects
must be taken into account. First, this experience reveals things that would seem to us
extraordinary or unbelievable. Second, not
everybody is capable for such an experience.
In fact, Paracelsus maintains that the true
physician (or the true scientist or true philosopher) – but not just anyone who has taken
a degree – could virtually know all the secrets of nature. In his own words:

“Thus, [God] has not ordained that
science should remain unknown, but
rather that all secrets are in it and all
virtues are under the reign of the sciences through which is to be discovered what lies spiritually in all things. ”
Somewhere else he writes:

Copy made in the first half of the 17th century
by an unknown Flemish artist.Now in the Lou“A physician should be able to look
vre.

In texts dealing with history of medicine
(and in courses on history of medicine in the
universities) it is often stated that a major
contribution of Paracelsus is his insistence
on the importance of experience – in contrast to learning from books allegedly dominating medieval medicine. In other words,
it is said that Paracelsus was for ‘empirical’
knowledge, whereas former (medieval) scientists were for theoretical knowledge. This

through a human being, just as transparently as if seeing through to a distilled dew in which not even the least
little spark could be hidden so that it
would remain unseen: he should see
just as penetratingly as if [looking]
into a running fountain, to discern how
many stones and grains of sand [and]
what sort of colors, forms, etc., are
within in it. This is how transparent the

parts of the human body should be to
him: he should know them as transparently as if they were polished crystal
in which not the least tiny hair might
remain hidden. “
In fact, his point is that the physician should
see not only the material parts of the human
body, but also spiritual entities or powers
that are operating within. For Paracelsus the
most important knowledge is that which
refers to things not accessible to vulgar experience. And he describes thus the job of
philosophy (‘philosophy’ here means what
we would name ‘philosophy of nature’ or
‘physical science’):

discipuli [of medicine] have been educated in a coarse, rough and crude
sort of way, so that they remain crude
in the visible realm as well. […] For it is
in this manner that God brings out his
magnalia and the school of the light
of nature so that we cannot merely let
our eyes be sated, but rather we must
also be astonished and [compelled to]
research further into the natural phenomena which the sight of the eyes do
not encompass – even though these
things stand before them as significantly as a pillar before a blind man.
My further purpose is to open our eyes
[even wider], since it can be shown so
brightly in the light of nature how invisible things are to be seen visibly. “

“So now if the physician is to grow out
of nature, what is nature other than
philosophy, which is philosophy other than the invisible nature? […] Now In respect to the origin of this light he writes
that is philosophy: that it stands in the elsewhere:
human being as [it stands] outside im“For nature emits a light by which it
palpably. “
may be perceived from its own radiBut how could one explain the ability of ance.”
some people (of the ‘true’ physicians or philosophers) to see all these admirable things.
Paracelsus offers several interpretations, of
which the most well known and most explicitly stated is through the so-called ‘light of
nature’. He describes the ‘functions’ and role
of the light of nature in following manner:

“We human beings on earth: what
knowledge of all natural things would
we have without the light of nature?
Guided by the light of nature, I will
proceed onwards [into a realm] that
extends from the visible into the invisible, and yet it is as wondrous in it as
it is in the visible realm. And as long I
retain the light of nature, the invisible
is visible. […] For until this time the

© Evan Rosen Photography, “16th Century book
- Paracelsus,” in Drexel University Archives Digital Collections, Item #568

The presence of this light is therefore an entirely natural fact. But it depends on each
human being, whether he has or not the
ability to see things illumined by this light. It
is important to note here that knowledge of

the secrets of nature is realized in a straightforward manner, like direct seeing – and not
e.g. through reasoning. In another context,
Paracelsus tells that we can see these things,
not with our physical eye, but with our sidereal eye. Sidereal (or astral) eye is something
that everybody virtually possess, but he
has to reach a certain stage of (inner) development in order to be able to use it effectively. With reference to the light of nature,
we could say that the sidereal eye can see
invisible things, when these are lighted by
the light of nature, whereas the physical eye
cannot do that.
What was outlined above could remind
someone to a sort of magic. The word ‘magic’ should not sound paradoxical or absurd,
if we only take into account what was really
the meaning of this word at the time of Paracelsus. We restrict ourselves to cite from two
famous sages of that time. According to Pico
della Mirandola (1463-1494):

According to Agrippa of Nettesheim (14861535):

“Magic comprises the most profound
contemplation of the most secret
things, their nature, power, quality,
substance, and virtues, as well as the
knowledge of their whole nature. It
instructs us concerning the differences and similarities among things, from
whence it generates its marvelous effects, by uniting the virtues of things
by the application of one to another,
joining and knitting together appropriate inferior subjects to the powers
and virtues of superior bodies.”

In this sense, magic has to do neither with satanic intervention nor with fraudulent trickery. It has to do with higher levels of knowledge or of practical abilities. The relation to
“Magic is the sum of natural wisdom, higher experience or to higher knowledge
and the practical part of natural sci- as expounded by Paracelsus is obvious. He
ence, based on exact and absolute un- himself uses often the terms ‘magic’ and ‘magus’. And such a situation is, for him, quite
derstanding of all natural things.”
natural, provided that someone has reached
such a level:

“Magic is impressed on the Magus as is
vision on the eyes and hearing on the
ears.”
A further point is important in order to clarify the subject discussed here. In attempting
to understand the ideas of Paracelsus on
experience and knowledge a serious difficulty stems from our (explicit or implicit)
conviction that reason is the higher faculty
of human beings – a conviction established
more or less since Descartes. At the time of
Paracelsus (and since the ancient times, but
also long after Paracelsus) a clear distinction
was made between ratio (reason) and mens
or intellectus (intellect or higher intellect),

where intellect occupies an unquestionably
higher position and has the ability to know
the essence of things in an immediate
manner (and without logical argumentation).
The distinction between reason and higher
intellect is clearly (and in a polemic tone)
expressed by Joan Baptista van Helmont
(1580-1644), a famous sage (philosopher,
scientist and physician) of the 17th century,
who is generally considered to have further
developed Paracelsus’ ideas. I restrict myself
here to present some of Van Helmont’s views
as formulated by Walter Pagel (1898-1983),
a very important student of biography and
work of both Paracelsus and Van Helmont.

“Reason endeavours to persuade the
higher intellect (mens) that it is its
guide, guardian, and nurse, the steering rudder […] However, the intellect
challenges the claim of reason. [… ]
Reason, not unlike disease, is a “foreign guest”; it takes possession like a
parasite. […] For reason dwells in the
lower part of the soul [...]. It follows
that reason is radically different from
truth. [ … ] The only field in which it
can convey certainty is mathematics.
This, however, is given to measuring
measurables and hence is foreign to
nature.”
Or, in another place:

“Objects and phenomena of nature
are, then, “given” to the human intellect through an illumination which is
comparable to prophetic vision; it is
the true light that shows the way to
the “naked” being of things, by contrast with the deceitful advice derived
from reason. Illumination prepares the
mind for legitimate scientific analysis.”

Knowledge gained in that way is, as puts it
W. Pagel with reference to Van Helmont,

“Not on, of, or about things […], but
of things as they are in themselves. It
is concerned with insights (scientiae
intellectus) that are immediate and
not demonstrable, with the object as
a truly real being (ens reale verun) as
against the non-entity (non-ens) of
human reason. It follows that penetration to the truth implies penetration
of the mind into the essential kernel of
an object, away from the extera consideratio of logic that remains at the
surface.” l
------------------
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The symbolism of
the Rose
by Elisabeth Mantovani
THE ROSE OF THE WORLD
by: William Butler Yeats (1865-1939)
WHO dreamed that beauty passes like a dream?
For these red lips, with all their mournful pride,
Mournful that no new wonder may betide,
Troy passed away in one high funeral gleam,
And Usna's children died.
We and the labouring world are passing by:
Amid men's souls, that waver and give place
Like the pale waters in their wintry race,
Under the passing stars, foam of the sky,
Lives on this lonely face.
Bow down, archangels, in your dim abode:
Before you were, or any hearts to beat,
Weary and kind one lingered by His seat;
He made the world to be a grassy road
Before her wandering feet.
"The Rose of the World" is reprinted from
The Rose. W.B. Yeats. 1893.

“You are responsible, forever, for
what you have tamed. You are responsible for your rose.”
Antoine de Saint-Exupery
The Symbolism of the Rose falls more
broadly in the ancestral cult of flowers through all eras of history known to
man, all continents and civilizations. As
symbols of Life, beauty and youth, flowers were often associated with the emblem of the Sun, due to their star-shaped
petals formation. Even science has now
certified the ability of flowers to positively influence the psyche through their
beauty and their garish coloring. For this
reason, in the symbolism of different traditions, flowers become synonymous to
pleasure and sensuality, or rise as symbols of eroticism.
The Mayan Nicte, a white flower with intoxicating scent, is associated with the legend of the
homonymous princess, an allegory of grace and
beauty that wins the cruelty of the world. Among
the pre-Columbian cultures, that of the Aztecs
also attributed a particular meaning to flowers:
Xochiquetzal, or Ichpuchtli was the goddess of
flowers and presided over all the tasks associated with fertility and fecundity, being as well
a symbol of sensuality and fruitful sexuality .
Xochiquetzal represented both pregnant women
and prostitutes, also pure games of childhood as
well as soil fertility. Her symbols were the flowers.
The flowers thus cover all the imagery associated with feelings and love that goes from innocence, grace, purity of spiritual beauty to
carnal pleasure, physical and sensual beauty. According to this latter meaning flowers are always the transience of life and the
short passing of joy and earthly pleasures.

“

Roses”
Four paintings by Elisabeth Mantovani
Astrologer, Writer, Painter, Expert of
Symbols in Art, Tourist guide of Emilia
Romagna.

“Man is born like the flower of the field,
but then the wind touches on him and
he disappears, no more is known of the
place where he was” (Psalm 103: 15-16)
Hence the custom of placing flowers on
the graves of the dead that spreads from
the first Christian communities and perpetuated even today. In the Bible the
flower is a symbol of God’s goodness
and of the grace granted by God to man.
The same meaning passes in Christian symbolism where the calyx of the flower opens
at the top, becoming a symbol of reception
of the divine gifts that come from above,
therefore a symbol of grace. A particular
significance among the flowers has always
assumed Rose to be the queen of flowers.

This flower was known in China as early as
the sixth century BC. Confucius (551-479)
informs us that the Emperor had hundreds
of books on the cultivation of the Rose.
From the fifth century b.C the Rose also
appears
in
Egypt
where
it
is
depicted
on
textiles
and
frescoes, according to some witnesses, Cleopatra would replaced the traditional lotus with the most beloved Rose.

In the Far East the symbolism of the Rose is
similar to that of the Lotus flower : both accompany funeral rites and both are symbols of
the secret center that can be reached through
the perfecting of the soul . The Hindu tradition
tells us that from the corolla of a Rose goddess
Peyota Siri, one of the wives of the god Vishnu, was born, while in China the rose is menThe first historical evidence about Rose tioned and praised in the poems of Confucius.
was 5000 years ago among the Sumerians,
whose king Sargon I (who lived between
2684 and 2630 BC), returning from an expedition to Ur war over Tauro reported having seen grapevines, fig trees and Roses.
The story of Rose continues in classical
Greece as early as the fourth century BC. Theophrastus describes roses as flowers having
from five to one hundred petals. During the
same period, in Rhodes there were minted
coins depicting roses. Almost certainly, therefore, the Rose arrived in Greece from the East.

The Tudor Rose of England

From the Middle Ages and on, though especially in this period, the Rose spreads in Europe as a symbol of love, faith or ideal. “The
Roman de la Rose” one of the most famous
literary works inspired by courtly love , is designed by Guillaume de Lorris around 1229.
The author identifies the Rose with the ideal
of feminine beauty that drives man to spiritual inner improvement. A few decades later the poem is completed by Jean de Chopinel Meug, who associated with the search
of the Rose, Allegory of Love, a less spiritu-

al and more erotic and characterized human
passion, thus the Rose becomes a symbol of
transmutation and alchemical fusion that is
realized
through
the
act
of
physical
love
and
passion.
Also in the Middle Ages all flowers are indicated, in some cases, as “ Rose” , in analogy
to the reception of grace , spiritual beauty or faith . For the most loyal vassals the
Golden Rose, symbol of Loyalty and Honour, was granted . Even more than the flowers themselves, the Roses are associated,
since ancient times, with all the meanings
related to Love : from spiritual and transcendent feeling to passion and sexual love .

The Rose is therefore already qualified from
this ancient mythological tale, as a symbol of
love that conquers death, a symbol of grace
granted by the Gods and a symbol of rebirth.
Another myth , quoted by Bockler and certainly less widespread , mentions the birth of Mars
from a Rose . The Rose has definitely been,
since ancient Latin, also an award of war. As a
symbol of loyalty and honor the Rose passes,
as described in the Middle Ages, to denote the
value of the Knights or the loyalty of vassals .
To Latin antiquity a symbol of the roses is
also the legend of the golden donkey of the
latin writer Lucius Apuleius , according to
which the protagonist, having been transformed into a donkey , regains human form,
after a night of pray to the Moon, by eating
a garland of roses dedicated to Isis : after
this fact the protagonist will convert himself to the cult of the goddess of fertility.
The Rose , flowers in general , is also linked
since ancient times to funerary rites.

The Romans know the Feast of Rosalia associated with the cult of the dead and already known
in the first century AD, mainly on the Italian
territory; the feast was celebrated on the 11th
of May and around the 15th of July. To date,
the Pentecost which is celebrated on the Sunday before the Full Moon of May is called the
Passover of the Roses. In some regions it is still
Pharaoh Ramses presents Roses to Isis
of use to exchange flowers, so as to symbolize
The cults associated with Rose spread in the the descent of the Holy Spirit on the Apostles.
Mediterranean from Hellenism. The Rose is
part of the celebrations dedicated to the god- In the cult of Dionysos garlands of roses
dess Isis. The myth of the birth of the Rose in the were used, because it was thought that they
Mediterranean see this flower associated with had the power to alleviate the effects of inthe love between Venus and Adonis.Adonis, toxication and that could help the drunk
lover of Venus, was wounded by a wild boar, not to tell their secrets. Whatever is the orithe goddess in an effort to rescue her beloved, gin of the association between Rosa and Seinjures herself with some brambles and from crecy, this link is perpetuated through the
her blood the first roses were born.Jupiter was centuries and is definitely associated with
moved from this fact and allowed Adonis to the shape of the flower made up of concenlive for a certain period of the year in the world tric circles of petals that conceal the center .
of the living and for the rest in the afterlife. In the Christian Middle Ages a five-pet-

al rose placed on the altar was a symbol of
confidentiality and secrecy, the inscription
“ sub rosae “ meant under the seal of silence
and discretion. During the Middle Ages only
virgins were allowed to the use of the Rose
as a symbol and in the same period spreads
the image of the Virgin Mary as Queen of
the Roses; the month dedicated to her , May,
clearly reveals these symbolic associations .

The end of the fourteenth century in the
art also spreads images of Mary in the Rose
Garden , an allusion to the perfection of
the soul in the body and of virginal purity (Madonna in the Rose Garden of Sandro
Botticelli, Mary in the Rose Garden of Stefano da Verona , fifteenth century, Maria
with the espalier of Roses made by the German school of the fifteenth century . etc.).
In the medieval Christian symbolism the
Rose is mainly a symbol of love that goes
from the sacred mystical feeling of the “
white rose “, described by Dante, to the
Passion of Christ represented by the red
rose, analogous to the blood shed from the
cross into the cup of Joseph of Arimathea .
Dante arrives at Paradise through the Mystic Rose. The quote of the flower, which appears in the XXXI canto of the Paradiso is
purely symbolic , as this Rose is composed of
the souls of the blessed who are celebrating
their triumph in the beatific vision of God :
“ In form of a White Rose

appeared to me the holy militia
who Christ made His bride in His own blood .“
The concept of the Mystical Rose, symbol of
the perfectibility of the Soul, is also known
in the Middle East through the teachings of
the Sufis that spread from the twelfth century AD. The path of perfectibility proposed by
the mystical Sufi is in fact called “ Sebil -elUARD “ that means “the path of the Rose”.
However, the esoteric meaning of the Rose
brought by Arabs had to be transited to Europe from the Middle East through the order of the Templars , who had settled themselves in Jerusalem and were in touch
with the spirituality of the Ishmaelites .
It is assumed that Dante himself was a follower of the “Fedeli d’Amore “ a sect of Templar derivation which attributed to the Rose
the symbol of unifying and sanctifying power of love, the origin of which appears to
have roots in the Arabic mystical tradition .
During the Renaissance the rose continues
to play a central role as a symbol of courtly love in the lyrics and poems of the most
important writers of the time: from Boiardo
to Lorenzo de ‘Medici to Angelo Poliziano .
Starting in 1600, the alchemical treatises circulating in Europe integrate the Rose among
their beloved symbols : a White Rose along
with a Red Rose becomes a symbol of the duality of the two principles Sulphur et Mercurius .
A Rose with seven petals, on the other hand,
is placed in relation to the seven metals and
the seven planets with the Sun at the center .
As a solar symbol the Rose also appears in
the Gothic Rose Window from the thirteenth
century: depending on the number of rays the
Rose may refer to the zodiacal wheel , to the
annual path of the Sun or to the solar path in
the daytime . The gothic rose window is probably derived from oldest oriental patterns, Mesopotamian, like M’schatta , Syriac or Coptic .
Frequent, since 1600, is the association between Rose and the Cross, which is the con-

nection emblem of the Rosicrucians , a cult
initiation of evangelical origin , born in the
late Renaissance .The Rosicrucian symbol is a
five-petal rose at the center of a cross , similar
to the personal seal of Martin Luther, that is a
cross that stands on a heart inside of a rose with
five petals. The writings of Johann Valentin
Andreae (1586-1654) later revealed the spiritual conception of the Rosicrucians . The coat
of arms of the noble German theologian was a
St. Andrew’s cross with four roses at the ends.
The teachings and news about the Rosicrucians are basically contained in two papers published in the following years under the titles “Fama” and “Confessio” .

cents distinctly Protestant that were born
in a moment of heated controversy between
Reformation and Counter Reformation .
Strict and frequent are also the similarities between the Rosicrucian and Masonic symbolism : the 18th degree of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite for example, has the title
of the Rosicrucians . The fame of “ followers”
of the Rosicrucian was later attributed , often
after death and without solicitation by them,
to great men of history, art, literature and
science. Athanasius Kircher , Francis Bacon,
Isaac Newton , Bejamin Franklin were considered Rosicrucian, often by a questionable
and not entirely certain piece of information.
Nevertheless, there are effectively some references to the Rosicrucians and to freemasonry
in the writings of some of the famous people
mentioned above, If we read, for example the
beautiful poem “ The Secret “ by JW Goethe :
“Who has joined the roses to the Cross ? /
the crown widens from the right on each
side, / and softly accompanies the rough
wood , and minor silvery - blue clouds hovering / rise with Rose and Cross / And
from the middle springs a holy life / Of
threefold rays from a single point... “ .

The intent of the Brotherhood is especially
made clear in the “Confessio”; However the
Rosacrucian society, as all secret societies,
lived in the shadows and, also for this reason, his teaching was a protagonist of misunderstanding, plagiarism and misrepresentation of axioms belonging to the order.
We read in the “Confessio” ( 1615 ) that the
Brotherhood has the precise function of operating a general reform of the world through
an awakening of consciousness . This awakening can be implemented by means of an initiation system that operates a synthesis between
Western and Eastern teachings of Arab origin .

The whole Masonic symbolism has strong ties
with both t Alchemy and the symbols of the
Rosicrucians . Freemasonry dedicated to the
Rose a particular attention. Many sects make
explicit reference to the Rose in their nomenclature and on the occasion of the funeral
of a brother the Rose returns as protagonist
and guarantor of Faith, Secret and Love. In
fact on the grave of the dead brother three
squads of three different colors are laid with
the meaning of “Love, Light and Strength”.

The Rose also plays an important meaning in
heraldry especially in the Anglo-Saxon : the
coat of arms of the House of York is a White
In the posters of Rosacrucian fellowship a Rose , the one of the House of Lancaster a Red
lot of people recognized along the time ac- Rose. The coat of arm of Tudor contains two

Roses while that of Southhampton uses two
white roses and a red one and this coat of arm is
similar to the combinations
made
in the Treaties or
Masonic alchemy
of the ‘600 / ‘700 .
Key Symbol of hermetic and esoteric
schools of western
and eastern the
Rose is also found
in native traditions , and especially in the legend
of the Holy Grail . In terms of psychology of
the deeper unconscious the Grail, the chalice
of salvation and sanctification, is a feminine
element, a symbol of hospitality and generosity , a kind of spiritual womb for all those
who rely on the secret doctrine, yet the renewal through an alchemical process of union of
the feminine and the masculine, in this case
the hero who drinks from the sacred cup .
Also linked to the symbolism of the Rose is the
order of knighthood hired by King Arthur with
the aim of the discovery of the Holy Grail : the
order de La Rose Noire . The flowers and especially the Rose, then became the protagonists
of a curious symbolic language that spreads in
Biedermeir period during the nineteenth century and then among the Victorian bourgeoisie.
It is a complex and sometimes frivolous language of flowers used for courtship or to express complicated sophistry .
In 1899 G.W. Gessmann says he wants to restore “ this fascinating habit of the beautiful women’s world.” Here are some examples
of this mawkish floral mimicry that today
might seem , to some extent , even comic:
White Rose : “His pale petals indicate the luck
of the eternal and pure, free from earthly passion .”

Red Rose : The pledge of the faithful “
Rosellina of stain: “The ones who were born for
a quiet life are happy only if they live hidden .”
White roses , “No! “
Red roses : “Yes!”
In addition to the meanings of abstinence and
purity, traditional symbolism attaches to the
White Rose the symbol of death. To the black
Rose, in reality a dark red , are instead associated with the meanings of rebirth through pain
and sacrifice and, consequently, of Eternal Life .
The meanings of the Black Rose then make
explicit reference to the power of transmutation of Love, to the death and resurrection, through his favorite symbol, the Rose .
It is the energy that can be either at the level of animal passion as that of pure spiritual
strength. Symbol of the ideal and of the passion,
the Rose has therefore always been an emblem
of Love that is, at the same time, the eternal
tendency of the human toward the divine and
the ecstatic union of the two principles. l
Elisabeth Mantovani
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The Avant-Garde as

Aeromancy
by Kim Cascone

A mysterious cluster of clouds
hovers on the horizon. A silver-gray outline frames a distinctive pattern, but on closer
inspection, a streak of gray in
the vaporous expanse foretells
of something ominous about to
happen. Shape, texture, volume,
size, color, speed of travel - all
intersect on the plane of subtle
forms, a projection or a shadow
cast from another realm.

These clouds serve as oracles by forecasting future events and providing a
method of divination. Only a handful
of cowled graybeards - the mystics have the ability to decipher their secrets.
They interpret the clouds, revealing
events arriving from beyond the horizon. These “futures” weave themselves
into the daily lives of the community
and build a communal pool of wisdom
distilled from past experience.
The mystics work in the community
as priests, artists, builders, alchemists
and healers. Gifted in the art of divination, they possess a spiritual unity
with nature that allows them to read
her much the way a scholar reads a
book.
The townspeople are mostly unaware
of the clouds, casually noticing them as
sky scenery - the cause of modulating
sunlight or a warning of an approaching storm. The people leave it to the
ones with special knowledge to advise
them as to the hidden meanings contained in the clouds and to prescribe
appropriate courses of action.
Time flows languorously, like a stream
flowing from the future into the past
under the guidance of the hooded
mystics. The village relies upon the
mystics’ oracles as a means of survival, but also as a way of living in accordance with nature.

Over a distant range of hills a cabal
of dark-path wizards, huddled over a
jumble of fuming crucibles and burbling flasks, accidentally discovered a
formula for making clouds. The clouds
manufactured by these greedy puffers,
worth more than gold, were uncanny
replicas of the real clouds, but neither
the mystics nor the populace could
distinguish the wizard-made clouds
from the clouds sent by nature.
Knowing that the clouds held total
sway over the populace, the wizards
embedded their own messages into
the clouds and waited for the mystics
to decipher and deliver them to the
people.
The messages were plodding and predictable; mostly recycled artifacts
from the past cleverly transformed to
appear new, yet somehow feel familiar. Predictability is the handmaiden
of control. The faux clouds no longer forecast a future but perpetuated
an expired past – keeping things as
they were for those in power. And the
puffers extracted their gold not from
base metals but from the pockets of
an unsuspecting populace. The clouds
that nature sends, serving as messages from imminent futures, no longer
exist. Over time the divining mystics
gradually lost their intuitive connection to nature, their ability to channel
the future atrophied.

The past has become embedded in the
future, reducing what we experience
as “the present” or “now” - as simulacra, a plastic bauble bouncing upon
an infinitesimal fulcrum where two
streams intersect. One beckons from
the past, the other seduces from the
future.
The plastic bauble of “now” is all that
exists today. All of time is trapped inside of it, containing a chimeric environment constructed from a trick of
light, a sleight of hand, a conflation of
a nostalgic past with a tantalizing future.
For a real avant-garde to exist – again
– we need to reestablish a “long-view”
perspective, recover from our collective amnesia, and locate ourselves in
the larger historical landscape.

By moving outside of this manufactured environment and allowing the
stream of time full passage through
our psyches, we can return to an intuitive process of artistic divination.
For it is only by a process of “imagination-intent-creation” that we can
reshape our past into artifacts from a
possible future.l

KimCascone is a composer, sound artist, touring
musician, lecturer and writer. He lives in the San
Francisco Bay Area with his wife Kathleen and son
Cage

CREATIVE
IMAGINATION

and the transcendental
by Mary Vareli

PART 2 - RUPERT SHELDRAKE

MORPHIC & MORPHOGENETIC FIELDS

The world of imagination, what a secret drama of moods and mysteries,
of suspended visions, silences that can
be heard; a complete mental country, a
realm that everything is possible and
each person can materialize whatever
conceived. It can be seen, in this materialistic era of ours, that the inside and
the outside world of each person are
two different things. “Reality”, unfortunately, does not provide us with the
ability of transcendentalism, as people have always been busy with what is
called “happiness”, failing to connect
this so-called happiness with their internal world. But is what we call “internal world” a world having as a single
aim to boost our spirit in a vague way,
or is it a world that can influence the
outside one? It is worth investigating if
the human brain can be constructed
with materials that can actually build
the outside world.
It is worth mentioning Rupert Sheldrake,
biologist, researcher and writer. “ The organizational fields of human and animal behavior
, of social and cultural systems as well as any
mental activity can all be regarded as morphic
fields, which contain an inherent memory »

(Sheldrake, «The Presence of the Past»). In
evolutionary biology, a morphogenetic field is
a group of cells capable of reacting to discrete,
local biochemical signals that result in specific
morphological structures or organs. Sheldrake
has extended the concept of morphogenetic
fields, introducing the term «morphic field
». According to Sheldrake, the morphic field
surrounds and penetrates the morphic unit,
organizing its characteristic structure and the
operating plan.
“Repeatability ” is a characteristic of morphic
fields. The information comprised is continuously reproduced from the first cell up to the
highest concentration of cells, a tissue for example, so that the whole process can be imprinted again. A second feature is the uniqueness as to the kind of organism they organize.
That means that any particular form produced
becomes identical because it «remembers «its
shape through repetition, therefore each new
form with similar characteristics will use the

model of the existing forms as a guide for its
appearance.
The hypothesis of morphic resonance is very
important for the model Sheldrake researches.
There is an interaction between the field and
the units formed. The greater the similarity,
the greater is the coordination, leading to the
establishment of specific forms. The traditional scientific community has not accepted the
model of Sheldrake with fervor, as it conflicts
with Darwin’s theory of evolution, approaching more metaphysics and the theory of synchronicity and the archetypes of Jung as well
as the akashic records of the eastern Vedas.
Very few physicists would answer to the skepticism of the scientific community, as the
Greek Christos Tselentis : “In fact we cannot do either an evolutionary or a mental
step unless we bear in mind one of the main
characteristics of matter , self-organization .
Matter (in this example, genes) produces the
fields which launch procedures. Let us not
forget that fields are also physical / material
entities, so if morphogenetic fields exist they
will also be of a material nature , electrical ,

Wolfgang Joseph Pauli

electromagnetic , or perhaps some other form
yet unknown , but always within the material
/ natural world . For me, the thought and research should turn towards this direction. In
fact, a researcher could experiment with the
possible existence of fields concerning some
cell formation. I believe that if he had some
instruments sensitive enough, he would have
noted with surprise certain fields to guide mater in its formation and could even change the
shape of the cell, changing information within
the field.”

Wolfgang Ernst Pauli says : “This, that the

final observation method should see in the
production of natural background through
the unconscious of modern man , is a direction of the target towards a future description
of Nature that includes equally Nature and
Soul , a kind of description , which is currently experienced in a pre-scientific phase only .
To achieve such a uniform description of Nature, it seems essential to have access to the
archetypal framework of scientific terms and
concepts. ” l
TO BE CONTINUED

Ernst Haeckel

A Defense of Poetry

by Percy Bysshe Shelley

PART 3
Cicero sought to imitate the cadence of his
periods, but with little success. Lord Bacon
was a poet. 2 His language has a sweet and
majestic rhythm, which satisfies the sense,
no less than the almost superhuman wisdom of his philosophy
satisfies the intellect;
it is a strain which
distends, and then
bursts the circumference of the reader’s
mind, and pours itself
forth together with it
into the universal element with which it
has perpetual sympathy. All the authors of
revolutions in opinion
are not only necessarily poets as they are
inventors, nor even
as their words unveil
the permanent analogy of things by images which participate
in the life of truth;
but as their periods
are harmonious and
rhythmical, and contain in themselves the
elements of verse; being the echo of the
eternal music. Nor are those supreme poets, who have employed traditional forms
of rhythm on account of the form and action of their subjects, less capable of perceiving and teaching the truth of things,

than those who have omitted that form.
Shakespeare, Dante, and Milton (to confine ourselves to modern writers) are philosophers of the very loftiest power.
A poem is the very image of life expressed
in its eternal truth. There is this difference
between a story and a
poem, that a story is a
catalogue of detached
facts, which have no
other connection than
time, place, circumstance, cause and effect;
the other is the creation
of actions according to
the unchangeable forms
of human nature, as existing in the mind of the
Creator, which is itself
the image of all other
minds. The one is partial, and applies only
to a definite period of
time, and a certain combination of events which
can never again recur;
the other is universal,
and contains within itself the germ of a relation to whatever motives or actions have
place in the possible varieties of human
nature. Time, which destroys the beauty
and the use of the story of particular facts,
stripped of the poetry which should invest
them, augments that of poetry, and forever develops new and wonderful applica-

tions of the eternal truth which it contains. Hence epitomes have been called
the moths of just history; they eat out the
poetry of it. A story of particular facts is
as a mirror which obscures and distorts
that which should be beautiful; poetry
is a mirror which makes beautiful that
which is distorted.
The parts of a composition may be poetical, without the composition as a whole
being a poem. A single sentence may be
considered as a whole, though it may be
found in the midst of a series of unassimilated portions; a single word even may be
a spark of inextinguishable thought. And
thus all the great historians, Herodotus,
Plutarch, Livy, were poets; and although
the plan of these writers, especially that
of Livy, restrained them from developing this faculty in its highest degree, they
made copious and ample amends for
their subjection, by filling all the interstices of their subjects with living images.
Having determined what is poetry, and
who are poets, let us proceed to estimate
its effects upon society.
Poetry is ever accompanied with pleasure: all spirits on which it falls open
themselves to receive the wisdom which
is mingled with its delight. In the infancy of the world, neither poets themselves
nor their auditors are fully aware of the
excellence of poetry: for it acts in a divine and unapprehended manner, beyond and above consciousness; and it is
reserved for future generations to contemplate and measure the mighty cause

and effect in all the strength and splendor
of their union. Even in modern times, no
living poet ever arrived at the fulness of
his fame; the jury which sits in judgment
upon a poet, belonging as he does to all
time, must be composed of his peers: it
must be impanelled by Time from the selectest of the wise of many generations. A
poet is a nightingale, who sits in darkness
and sings to cheer its own solitude with
sweet sounds; his auditors are as men entranced by the melody of an unseen musician, who feel that they are moved and
softened, yet know not whence or why.
The poems of Homer and his contemporaries were the delight of infant Greece;
they were the elements of that social system which is the column upon which
all succeeding civilization has reposed.
Homer embodied the ideal perfection
of his age in human character; nor can
we doubt that those who read his verses were awakened to an ambition of becoming like to Achilles, Hector, and Ulysses: the truth and beauty of friendship,
patriotism, and persevering devotion to
an object, were unveiled to the depths in
these immortal creations: the sentiments
of the auditors must have been refined
and enlarged by a sympathy with such
great and lovely impersonations, until
from admiring they imitated, and from
imitation they identified themselves with
the objects of their admiration. Nor let
it be objected that these characters are
remote from moral perfection, and that
they can by no means be considered as
edifying patterns for general imitation.

Every epoch, under names more or less
specious, has deified its peculiar errors;
Revenge is the naked idol of the worship
of a semi-barbarous age: and Self-deceit
is the veiled image of unknown evil, before which luxury and satiety lie prostrate. But a poet considers the vices of his
contemporaries as the temporary dress in
which his creations must be arrayed, and
which cover without concealing the eternal proportions of their beauty. An epic
or dramatic personage is understood to
wear them around his soul, as he may the
ancient armor or the modern uniform
around his body; whilst it is easy to conceive a dress more graceful than either.
The beauty of the internal nature cannot
be so far concealed by its accidental vesture, but that the spirit of its form shall
communicate itself to the very disguise,
and indicate the shape it hides from the
manner in which it is worn. A majestic
form and graceful motions will express
themselves through the most barbarous
and tasteless costume. Few poets of the
highest class have chosen to exhibit the
beauty of their conceptions in its naked
truth and splendor; and it is doubtful
whether the alloy of costume, habit, etc.,
be not necessary to temper this planetary
music for mortal ears.
The whole objection, however, of the
immorality of poetry rests upon a misconception of the manner in which poetry acts to produce the moral improvement of man. Ethical science arranges
the elements which poetry has created,
and propounds schemes and proposes
examples of civil and domestic life: nor

is it for want of admirable doctrines that
men hate, and despise, and censure, and
deceive, and subjugate one another. But
poetry acts in another and diviner manner. It awakens and enlarges the mind
itself by rendering it the receptacle of a
thousand unapprehended combinations
of thought. Poetry lifts the veil from the
hidden beauty of the world, and makes
familiar objects be as if they were not familiar; it reproduces all that it represents,
and the impersonations clothed in its
Elysian light stand thenceforward in the
minds of those who have once contemplated them, as memorials of that gentle
and exalted content which extends itself
over all thoughts and actions with which
it coexists.
The great secret of morals is love; or a
going out of our nature, and an identification of ourselves with the beautiful
which exists in thought, action, or person, not our own. A man, to be greatly
good, must imagine intensely and comprehensively; he must put himself in the
place of another and of many others; the
pains and pleasure of his species must
become his own. The great instrument of
moral good is the imagination; and poetry administers to the effect by acting
upon the cause.
Poetry enlarges the circumference of
the imagination by replenishing it with
thoughts of ever new delight, which have
the power of attracting and assimilating
to their own nature all other thoughts,
and which form new intervals and interstices whose void forever craves fresh
food. l
TO BE CONTINUED

Herbert James Draper (1863-1920)
Lancelot and Guinevere

Sir Launcelot and Queen Guinevere:
A Fragment
by Alfred Lord Tennyson
Like souls that balance joy and pain,
With tears and smiles from heaven again
The maiden Spring upon the plain
Came in a sunlit fall of rain.
In crystal vapor everywhere
Blue isles of heaven laugh’d between,
And far, in forest-deeps unseen,
The topmost elm-tree gather’d green
From draughts of balmy air.
Sometimes the linnet piped his song;
Sometimes the throstle whistled strong;
Sometimes the sparhawk, wheel’d along,
Hush’d all the groves from fear of wrong;
By grassy capes with fuller sound
In curves the yellowing river ran,
And drooping chestnut-buds began
To spread into the perfect fan,
Above the teeming ground.
Then, in the boyhood of the year,
Sir Launcelot and Queen Guinevere
Rode thro’ the coverts of the deer,
With blissful treble ringing clear.

She seem’d a part of joyous Spring;
A gown of grass-green silk she wore,
Buckled with golden clasps before;
A light-green tuft of plumes she bore
Closed in a golden ring.
Now on some twisted ivy-net,
Now by some tinkling rivulet,
In mosses mixt with violet
Her cream-white mule his pastern set;
And fleeter now she skimm’d the plains
Than she whose elfin prancer springs
By night to eery warblings,
When all the glimmering moorland rings
With jingling bridle-reins.
As she fled fast thro’ sun and shade,
The happy winds upon her play’d,
Blowing the ringlet from the braid.
She look’d so lovely, as she sway’d
The rein with dainty finger-tips,
A man had given all other bliss,
And all his worldly worth for this,
To waste his whole heart in one kiss
Upon her perfect lips.
Additional Information:
Perhaps written as early as 1830.

John Dickson Batten (1860-1932) The Garden
of Adonis - Amoretta and Time (England, 1887)

From Faerie Queene Book III. Canto In th' Horoscope of her Nativity,
That all the Gifts of Grace and Chastity
VI., Edmund Spenser
“The Birth of fair Belphoebe, and
Of Amoret is told:
The Gardens of Adonis, fraught
With Pleasures manifold.
Well may I ween, fair Ladies, all this while
Ye wonder, how this noble Damozel
So great Perfections did in her compile;
Sith that in salvage Forests she did dwell,
So far from Court and royal Citadel,
The great Schoolmistress of all Courtesy:
Seemeth that such wild Woods should far expel
All civil Usage and Gentility,
And gentle Sprite deform with rude Rusticity.
But to this fair Belphoebe in her Birth
The Heavens so favourable were and free,
Looking with mild Aspect upon the Earth,

On her they poured forth of plenteous Horn;
Jove laugh'd on Venus from his sovereign See,
And Phoebus with fair Beams did her adorn,
And all the Graces rock'd her Cradle, being born.
Her Birth was of the Womb of Morning-Dew,
And her Conception of the joyous Prime,
And all her whole Creation did her shew
Pure and unspotted from all loathly Crime,
That is ingenerate in fleshly Slime.
So was this Virgin born, so was she bred,
So was she trained up from time to time,
In all chaste Vertue, and true Bountihed,
Till to her due Perfection she was ripened....”
---------------------------------------------------------------

It is worth mentioning that the philosophical ideas expressed (Book III, Cantos vi & vii) are mostly Platonic or
neo-Platonic: the relation between form and matter, the
reincarnation of beings, the cyclical nature of life.

Short
Story
by
Christos
Rantos

W

“
eekday, afternoon
of
September,
it was raining all the way. I wanted some
company on this trip, but still I'd rather have
just my thoughts, rather this storm. Fortunately, after the last mountain sights, the
storm stopped and I could see my island in
the distance, waiting for me, along with my
memories. I arrived at the harbor hoping to
catch a boat to carry me to the other side.
I heard it coming from afar and looked at
the sea! The clouds had opened a gap for
the sun rays and reflected enchanting colors on the sea . The air smelled of rain and
thyme and except for the boat and the sea
murmuring something to the rocks there
was absolute silence .
How many years did my mind go back in
time? The boat approached the island and
my mind was playing with the dark blue of
the sea, which became purple and then orange and gray, whatever color the clouds
commanded. Only the wave from the waste
water was white! Just like my childhood
memories...
I took the coastal road, always the one I
liked, even though it was the longest route.
Nothing moved, only a carriage passed by,
cars are not allowed here. I walked past the
old mansions, houses forgotten by time, left
to face the sea, waiting for new visitors.

So now I stand here in this half-lit square of
memories. The bolts of lightning and the
claps of thunder of the storms on the horizon brought me back to reality. I came here
to link the past with the future. At the seaside church a sacred ritual must take place.
Overlooking the deep blue tones of the
waves and smelling thyme, savory and the
salt on the rocks! This harmony of nature, it
must become ours, follow us in every single
path, easy and difficult ones. It must touch
now and forever all our senses and leave
the same indelible imprints, just like those
childhood memories!” l

Albert Edelfelt

MEMORIES

A few meters remained, this steep ascending road that in the past whenever I went
down, either on foot or by bicycle, I always
thought I'd end up in the sea among the
boats. It got dark; I was still standing there,
in the square. Solitude and quietness now,
but in my mind I still had that summer that
we, twenty children, were in the backyard,
ruined now. We played "the missing ring"
game and “broken telephone”. We made
cakes with soil and flowers and spent many
hours at the sea. Adjacent to the backyard
was the house where I had spent almost all
my childhood summers. Still standing, like a
ghost, every link that connects it to my present is lost. My grandmother was a typical
figure waiting in the courtyard, encircled by
the massive stone walls that surrounded the
house.

On the Sublime
by Friedrich Schiller

part 3
The simple majesty of nature offers him a
less circumscribed measure for estimating its
grandeur, and, surrounded by the grand outlines which it presents to him, he can no longer bear anything mean in his way of thinking. Who can tell how many luminous ideas,
how many heroic resolutions, which would
never have been conceived in the
dark study of the imprisoned
man of science, nor in the
saloons where the people
of society elbow each other,
have been inspired on a sudden during a walk, only by
the contact and the generous
struggle of the soul with the
great spirit of nature? Who
knows if it is not owing to
a less frequent intercourse
with this sublime spirit that
we must partially attribute
the narrowness of mind so
common to the dwellers in towns,
always bent under the minutiae which dwarf
and wither their soul, whilst the soul of the
nomad remains open and free as the firmament beneath which he pitches his tent?
But it is not only the unimaginable or the sublime in quantity, it is also the incomprehensible, that which escapes the understanding and
that which troubles it, which can serve to give
us an idea of the super-sensuous infinity. As
soon as this element attains the grandiose and
announces itself to us as the work of nature
(for otherwise it is only despicable), it then
aids the soul to represent to itself the ideal, and
imprints upon it a noble development. Who
does not love the eloquent disorder of natural
scenery to the insipid regularity of a French

garden? Who does not admire in the plains
of Sicily the marvellous combat of nature with
herself—of her creative force and her destructive power? Who does not prefer to feast his
eyes upon the wild streams and waterfalls of
Scotland, upon its misty mountains, upon
that romantic nature from which Ossian drew
his inspiration—rather than to grow enthusiastic in this stiff Holland, before the laborious
triumph of patience over the most stubborn
of elements? No one will deny that in the rich
grazing-grounds of Holland, things are not
better ordered for the wants of physical man
than upon the perfid crater of Vesuvius, and that the understanding
which likes to comprehend
and arrange all things, does
not find its requirements
rather in the regularly planted farm-garden than in the
uncultivated beauty of natural scenery. But man has requirements which go beyond
those of natural life and comfort or well-being; he has another destiny than merely to
comprehend the phenomena
which surround him.
In the same manner as for the observant traveller, the strange wildness of nature is so attractive in physical nature—thus,
and for the same reason, every soul capable
of enthusiasm finds even in the regrettable
anarchy found in the moral world a source
of singular pleasure. Without doubt he who
sees the grand economy of nature only from
the impoverished light of the understanding;
he who has never any other thought than to
reform its defiant disorder and to substitute
harmony, such a one could not find pleasure
in a world which seems given up to the caprice
of chance rather than governed according to a
wise ordination, and where merit and fortune
are for the most part in opposition. He desires
that the whole world throughout its vast space
should be ruled like a house well regulated;

and when this much-desired regularity is not
found, he has no other resource than to defer to a future life, and to another and better
nature, the satisfaction which is his due, but
which neither the present nor the past afford
him. On the contrary, he renounces willingly
the pretension of restoring this chaos of phenomena to one single notion; he regains on
another side, and with interest, what he loses on this side. Just this want of connection,
this anarchy, in the phenomena, making them
useless to the understanding, is what makes
them valuable to reason.
The more they are disorderly the more they
represent the freedom of nature. In a sense,
if you suppress all connection, you have independence. Thus, under the idea of liberty,
reason brings back to unity of thought that
which the understanding could not bring to
unity of notion. It thus shows its superiority
over the understanding, as a faculty subject to
the conditions of a sensuous order. When we
consider of what value it is to a rational being
to be independent of natural laws, we see how
much man finds in the liberty of sublime objects as a set-off against the checks of his cognitive faculty. Liberty, with all its drawbacks,
is everywhere vastly more attractive to a noble soul than good social order without it—
than society like a flock of sheep, or a machine
working like a watch. This mechanism makes
of man only a product; liberty makes him the
citizen of a better world.
It is only thus viewed that history is sublime to
me. The world, as a historic object, is only the
strife of natural forces; with one another and
with man’s freedom. History registers more
actions referable to nature than to free will; it
is only in a few cases, like Cato and Phocion,
that reason has made its power felt. If we expect a treasury of knowledge in history how
we are deceived! All attempts of philosophy to
reconcile what the moral world demands with
what the real world gives is belied by experience, and nature seems as illogical in history

as she is logical in the organic kingdoms.
But if we give up explanation it is different.
Nature, in being capricious and defying logic,
in pulling down great and little, in crushing
the noblest works of man, taking centuries to
form—nature, by deviating from intellectual
laws, proves that you cannot explain nature by
nature’s laws themselves, and this sight drives
the mind to the world of ideas, to the absolute.
But though nature as a sensuous activity
drives us to the ideal, it throws us still more
into the world of ideas by the terrible. Our
highest aspiration is to be in good relations
with physical nature, without violating morality. But it is not always convenient to serve
two masters; and though duty and the appetites should never be at strife, physical necessity is peremptory, and nothing can save men
from evil destiny.
Happy is he who learns to bear what he cannot change! There are cases where fate overpowers all ramparts, and where the only resistance is, like a pure spirit, to throw freely
off all interest of sense, and strip yourself of
your body. Now this force comes from sublime emotions, and a frequent commerce with
destructive nature. Pathos is a sort of artificial
misfortune, and brings us to the spiritual law
that commands our soul. Real misfortune
does not always choose its time opportunely,
while pathos finds us armed at all points. By
frequently renewing this exercise of its own
activity the mind controls the sensuous, so
that when real misfortune comes, it can treat
it as an artificial suffering, and make it a sublime emotion. Thus pathos takes away some
of the malignity of destiny, and wards off its
blows.
Away then with that false theory which supposes falsely a harmony binding well being
and well doing. Let evil destiny show its face.
Our safety is not in blindness, but in facing
our dangers. What can do so better than familiarity with the splendid and terrible evolution of events, or than pictures showing man

in conflict with chance; evil triumphant, security deceived—pictures shown us throughout history, and placed before us by tragedy?
Whoever passes in review the terrible fate of
Mithridates, of Syracuse, and Carthage, cannot help keeping his appetite in check, at least
for a time, and, seeing the vanity of things,
strive after that which is permanent. The capacity of the sublime is one of the noblest aptitudes of man. Beauty is useful, but does not
go beyond man. The sublime applies to the
pure spirit. The sublime must be joined to the
beautiful to complete the aesthetic education,
and to enlarge man’s heart beyond the sensuous world.
Without the beautiful there would be an eternal strife between our natural and rational
destiny. If we only thought of our vocation as
spirits we should be strangers to this sphere of
life. Without the sublime, beauty would make
us forget our dignity. Enervated—wedded to
this transient state, we should lose sight of
our true country. We are only perfect citizens
of nature when the sublime is wedded to the
beautiful.
Many things in nature offer man the beautiful and sublime. But here again he is better
served at second-hand. He prefers to have
them ready-made in art rather than seek them
painfully in nature. This instinct for imitation
in art has the advantage of being able to make
those points essential that nature has made
secondary. While nature suffers violence in the
organic world, or exercises violence, working
with power upon man, though she can only be
aesthetical as an object of pure contemplation,
art, plastic art, is fully free, because it throws
off all accidental restrictions and leaves the
mind free, because it imitates the appearance,
not the reality of objects. As all sublimity and
beauty consists in the appearance, and not
in the value of the object, it follows that art
has all the advantages of nature without her
shackles.l
THE END

The Crystal Ball, John William Waterhouse, 1902

FALLING STARS - RAINER MARIA RILKE
Do you remember still the falling stars
that like swift horses through the heavens raced and suddenly leaped across
the hurdles
of our wishes--do you recall?
And we did make so many! For there
were countless numbers of stars:

each time we looked above we were
astounded by the swiftness of their
daring play, while in our hearts we
felt safe and secure watching these
brilliant bodies disintegrate, knowing
somehow we had survived their fall.
Translated by Albert Ernest Flemming
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Day Before us
The

Underliving”

de-lumination, music as magical strength
Philippe Blache - Effrosyni

is a world, close to our
own, of things that never
lived, nor wil live, a world
Papamichalopoulou
that feels alive; a world of
mystery that influences the
living through ideas, hopes
and dreams that cast a
shadow, or a light; with
creatures playing with us
and even shape our decisions. A world of creatures
old that talk through the silence, through the voice of
the wind, taking shape in
the shadows, or in the mist,
leaving an imprint of presence in empty spaces. It’s
all rather subjective and a
bit eerie, but also gathered
by means of the story of
an enlightened child that is
guided and protected by
them.
interview with the
spirit singer, writer
and ethereal
performer
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“As a medium of communication, music has this energetic if
not magical strength that lets you
return to the very intimacy of life
where only soul matters. This
research tends to cover a sense
of idealism but I really do believe
that art and especially the act of
creation reflect a certain nostalgia for the origins, for the
absolute; a formidable state of
liberation and revelation against
the repressive forms of rationality
and automatic routines.“
Effrosyni Papamichalopoulou
Mary Vareli: Day Before Us was formed in
2010. Tell us about the name of the project
and the driving force behind it.
Philippe Blache: The name is taken from an
old poem by Flower Adams, but I use it essentially for its sense of depth, mystery and
spiritual inclination turned to the “corridor”
of memories, to the traces of a cheerful past,
partly muted and partly resurrected in our life
as a guide and to honor our predecessors… I
mean just to the contrary to values of our hyper-modern life which are based on a kind of
“amnesic” project.
To say a few things about Day Before Us trajectory, I’ve been initially formed in classical
music as a piano player during my youth. I’ve
abandoned temporarily piano technique and
training during a handful of years to start
back playing within another perspective and
approach. I’m not a religious person but my
personal interest to musical “composition”
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was also related to the fact that in a determinant period of my life I felt the need to go
back closer to a certain spiritual content that
cannot be really approached within words and
straightly intellectual means; to renew with
more qualitative motifs. As a medium of communication, music has this energetic if not
magical strength that lets you return to the
very intimacy of life where only soul matters.
This research tends to cover a sense of idealism but I really do believe that art things and
most of all creation reflect a certain nostalgia
of the origins, of the absolute, a formidable
state of liberation and revelation against the
repressive forms of rationality and automatic
routines. This is just a metaphor but I like to
imagine sound synthesis from the movements
of the soul.
You characterize your project as “cinematic,
dark ambient and semiclassical

soundscaping” . Also you use the terms “antipop” and “nocturnal”, tell us more about
these.
Philippe Blache: Well, to be true I attributed those qualities or properties to my music
in order to situate and facilitate the musical
discourse inside the media-info sphere. From
what I’ve read and heard my music is often
characterized as soundtracky and expressive
with a sense of intimacy. To adopt a more general term I would like to think that my music is “urgent” and “existential”, in the manner
expressed by the neo-romanticism movement
when talking about our melancholic imagination associated to terrestrial-anguish matters.
I also used the term “antipop” in a sense of
a “gentle” provocation toward the music industry and to the enormous power attributed
to cult conditioning, to the simulacrum and
mass consumption. I’m a little bit scared when
I see so called independent artists falling in
the trap of marketing seduction, all perverting little things around it. The “nocturnal”
dimension of the music mostly refers to an
evocation of listening meditative estate under
a rising moon which is poetically speaking
the melancholic phenomenon by excellence.
To ends up on this vocabulary side I don’t
want to call me a fully classical artist, which
I’m not; “postclassical” would sound a way
to pretentious or ambitious, so I think that
using the word “semiclassical” to define my
soundscapes is maybe more moderate and the
most appropriate concerning the direction I
attempt to follow.
Before
Effrosyni Papamichalopoulou
(ex-Decadence) joined the band your music
had almost been exclusively instrumental;
tell us about your collaboration. How did
you meet each other?
Philippe Blache: Yes, indeed my musical signature has been secretly and profoundly

instrumental until now. I’m still very fascinated by what a musicologist (from memory
I think he is Carl Dalhaus) has said about the
“absolute music” which should be in a sense
straightly instrumental. This idea can also be
associated with Nietzsche’s very particular
thoughts about the idealized form of romanticism in Wagnerian compositions. On the
other hand I love melodious recitatives, narratives on instrumental sequences. I’ve started
to explore this direction when I’ve worked on
the album “Autumnal Wandering” (2013).
Most of the texts related to this effort are
taken from classical German poetry of the
“weltschmerz” romantical movement (J.P
Richter, Ludwig Tieck….), my idea was to
elaborate or at least trying to provide a poetical-spiritual form of art linked to musical expression. All vocal parts are read in German
and gave to the final result a particular feeling. My last album “Misty shroud of regrets”
(2013) features some rare vocal parts with a
featuring from synth-electro based artist Xiu
which adds a beautifully suggestive and unearthly feeling to the closing track.
About my meeting Effrosyni it came in a rather improvised and intuitive way during ordinary, then regular, discussions around music.
I came to her after reading her words about
my music on the internet, that I found deeply and warmly touching. I’ve contacted her to
express my gratitude for her kind regards then

“de-lumination” “. Can you explain this further ?
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during the discussion I surprisingly learnt that
she has been in several local bands and also in
the neo-folk act Decadence that I knew mostly from reputation. Naturally we exchanged
some materials and I felt deeply moved with
the particular fragile tone and strength of her
voice, including her aptitude to move in various directions regarding the musical purpose
and bands she is involved in. We’ve tried to
conceive one, then two pieces based on the
instrumentals I was actually working on at
this time (early-mid 2013) then the result just
confirmed my first intuition.
To make it short and from past experiences
I consider that she definitely has the voice
which corresponds to the direction I want
to follow: more openly piano based acoustic
component, “textured cinematic ambiences”
and with this discreet dark-folk lyrical touch
I want to impulse to the music. Effrosyni is a
beautiful soul and a passionate-sensitive singer, I’m confident about our current work in
progress and the stylistic expression we can
obtain based on a spontaneous and on a natural artistic complicity.
You mention “the metaphysical theme of

Philippe Blache: This theme makes explicit
reference to the visionary thoughts defended
by the mystical neo-pagan poets and metaphysicians of the “Munich Cosmic circle”. I’m
sensitive to the idea of spiritual plenitude, antique piety, the impulsion of dream and sensual ecstasy defended by authors such as Alfred
Schuler, Ludwig Derleth, Karl Wolfskehl in
a decaying industrial / over-technicized world
condemned to self-destruction. This sympathy for this organized group of poets discreetly interacts with the conceptual background
of the album “Under Mournful Horizons”.
There is an element of esoteric studies in
your music, are you interested in Alchemy,
Symbolism or metaphysics in general?
I’ve never been into occultism practices and
luciferian, or an odinist neo-church but I
have an interest for the medieval alchemy
and neo-platonician / hermeticism theories
from Marsile Ficin about the immortality of
the soul…I also like the fantasist and original
aesthetic approach of a writer such as the sar
Peladan. I’m particularly sensitive to his view
about consumerism, materialism, the excess of
individualism in art and the way to resurrect
it based on a new spirituality. In extend this
can be correlated to the metaphysical writings
of a few anthroposophical theoricists, notably
Édouard Schuré and his mystical devotion to
the poetical form linked to Christianity.
You have participated in animation film art
festivals, tell us more. Are you in any other
way related to the art of cinema apart from
composing soundtracks?
Philippe Blache: I’ve collaborated with the
Lettonian based surreal-pop artist Jana Brike
on two little short animations films. She has
a very original way to tell evocative stories,

full of tenderness but also enigmatic and
partly cruel, the whole thing based on a magical-realistic frame. Both soundtracks have
been conceived on an entirely free compositional schema, only prepared around some
detached-dreamlike minimal piano patterns.
These films have been shown at the occasion
of a few international art festivals. My experience with film scores is limited to this but
I hope to contribute to new experiments in a
close future, at least if I find the occasion to
do so.
The narrative parts of your music give a theatrical tone to the whole project. Are you in
any way related to the theater?
I guess that you are probably referring to the
album “Autumnal wandering” which indeed
has a discreet theatrical facet linked to the
musical content. This is mainly due to the vigorously lyrical and nuanced voice of Markus
Pape, the fellow artist who cooperated on this
album with me. My interest is linked to fundamental poetry and interior monologue, in
distance those can be linked to a theatrical
range of expression but I never experienced
directly things related to theater.
Favorite collaborations?
Philippe Blache: As many I always tend to
prefer the last accomplished work but I would
like to say that I’m entirely satisfied and glad
of each collaboration, this with everyone I had
the opportunity to work with. I’m really enthusiastic about my last collaboration with the
London based duet 6&8 entitled “Ma propre
fable, un dimanche”(2013) because it brought
my music on really unusual electronic inflected territories. Lately we received a lot of positive feedbacks about this mutual work. However my collaborative work entitled “Under
Mournful Horizons” (2012) with Nimh (Giuseppe Verticchio) has a favorite place in my
heart, not only because of the music but also
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because it happened in a specific moment of
amusical trajectory.
Now a dear friend of mine, Giuseppe was the
first to encourage me to record my own materials for an official standard edition. I’m deeply
thankful to him. He has a solid responsibility
in the genesis of Day Before Us musical entity. Before this collaborative effort I offered
brief “processed” piano based appearances on
a few compilation things including “Urbi &
Orbi vol II” for MinimalRome and also on the
splendidly epic celestial self-titled track from
“This Crying Era”, always by Nimh.
The photographers Aëla Labbé and Yulia
Kazban seem to appeal to you a lot. Is your
music the outcome of the combination of
senses?
Philippe Blache: This is a very good question
that needs to be meditated. Indeed I do believe
and this without pretention to a global form
of art which is the cross of several medias for
a harmonious association of feelings along a
coherent line. I’m absolutely in love and fascinated by the photographic work of the two

mentioned photographers. Their universe and
unique approach goes beyond formal photographic aspect to reach an outstanding level of
communication, a way deeper and connected
to the soul. The pictural and almost cinematic
meanings are also obvious. Rare are photographers who reach such state of natural-ritualized beauty in photography
Do you enjoy live performances? What is
the atmosphere you create in them?
Philippe Blache: I’ve never really experienced
live performances, at least with this project
which remains rigorously experimental due
to the important working part during the mix.
I’m not really in favor of pre-programmed
laptop performances from the ambient genre
I belong to, if technical-material conditions
are reunited for live experiences I would prefer by far to deliver a fully acoustic set with
a real practice of the instruments, this rather
than being constrained to stay in a mimetic
posture.
Tell us more about your split album on No
Angels prod, about to be released on February 2014.
Philippe Blache: Radunir from the label contacted me at the end of 2013 with the intention to prepare a split album which I think will
have an important inclination for neo-folk
sound lyricism. I think this is the occasion
to start introducing discreetly those changes
I was speaking about earlier for an emotional musical dialogue between singing / recitative parts and a texturally ambient-microtonal acoustic instrumentation. At the moment
our part of the work is ready and near to be
finalized. I’m satisfied with the musical signature we obtained and by expressive motifs we
followed in a natural way. This is a welcomed
edition before thinking of a third full length
album, reasonably for the middle or for the
end of 2014.

Who is Philippe Blache when he is not composing? What do you like reading, watching, listening to?
Philippe Blache: Well, I’m a doctor in social
anthropology but I failed to access to a formal
and durable professional occupation in this
field of competences. I’m kind of critical too
about the dogma defended by the discipline
today, I’m a sort of “neo-culturalist”. I’m also
a musical reviewer, I try in a very modest way
to be involved in a phenomenology of musical
experience.
About my background I’ve partly answered to
this question previously but to complete with
a few other references which implicitly guide
me in my own work and music I would like to
say that I’ve got an irresistible love for the poetical essays of the franco-lithuanian writer de
Lubicz-Milosz because it questions affective
memory, the graceful nostalgia of childhood
and the flowing of time, these are all the thematic units behind the musical entity of “Day
Before Us”. I do like reading poetry in general but preferably poems with mythological
themes and with a sense of lyrical symbolism
(poetry from Iwan Gilkin, Mihai Eminescu
to name a few). I’m not particularly an adept
of cinema which is according to me a rather

poor art-form due to the omnipresence of the
serial-industry dimension in it….
However I do like some noble metaphysical
cinematic pearls such as The Devil by Zulawski, The valley of the bees by Frantisek
Vlacil or the Stalker by Tarkovsky. My music
is often described as part of the dark ambient
scene, probably because my most significant
albums are signed on Rage in Eden. I do appreciate some materials from labels such as
Malignant Records, Cyclic Law, Cold Spring
and a few others but to be true I rarely listen
to this musical genre. My strongest references
come from the post-modern musical medievalism of someone such as Louis Hardin aka
Moondog, from the analytical timbral aspect
of Giancinto Scelsi’s spectral music, U.S microtonal contemporary composers such as
Mary Jane Leach, Georgian traditional chants

artistic self-awareness and confidence.

Would Effrosyni Papamichalopoulou like
to tell us more about her post – Decadence
period?

Effrosyni, what do you like reading, watching, listening to? What is the source of your
inspiration and creativity?

Effrosyni Papamichalopoulou : Having concluded my collaboration with Decadence, to
whom I shall be eternally grateful for my first
“artistic awakening”, I realized I wanted to explore more my creativity through experimentation. Musical orientation had been founded
in a sense, but I also felt I had to obtain a solid
artistic identity, by discovering my true inclination and potential, at least to the extent I
could do so at the given time. This entailed
focusing more intensively on singing classes, participating into different amateur bands
and undertaking some new roles, for example
attempting for the first time to create some
music and lyrics and giving a few, yet valuable
for me live performances. As I had never had
any academic musical education, all these experiences really helped me enhance my musical aesthetics, embrace and stop “fearing”
my sensitivity or fragileness as a person and
therefore mature and reach a certain level of

Effrosyni Papamichalopoulou : Apart from
some “youth” obsessions I still possess, like
my fondness for symbolic and “doomed” poets, such as Baudelaire and Poe, there have
been some “landmark-readings” of an existential/philosophical touch as well as romantic nature that I always carry within, from Spinoza’s “Ethics” and Pessoa’s “The Book of
Disquiet” to Flaubert’s “Sentimental Education” and the poetry of Rainer Maria Rilke, Cavafy, Sikelianos and Sylvia Plath, (her
“Bell Jar” is “creepingly close” to me). Currently I’m less into literature and poetry and
more into kind of technical readings concerning psychology and psychiatry issues, perhaps
as an attempt to “suppress” a little my inherent romanticism, although I must admit with
poor success so far… In regard to filmography, I’ve always been a lover of the poetic sensibility of Tarkovsky , Wenders or Aronofsky
for instance, but I also highly
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expressed and felt from its darkest
moments to its brightest of colors.
Thank you both very much!
Philippe Blache: Thank you for your time and
interest in Day Before Us music and many
thanks for your creative supporting activity to
encourage independent “neo-symbolic” art in
its wide diversity. l
HOME PAGE
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appreciate more “ordinary” and “straight forward” film approaches to everyday subjects,
as long as they are honest, original and above
all unpretentious.
Music preferences… now where do I begin??
The only sure thing is I’ve passed through
many phases and the safest to say what I really
don’t like and could never listen to, modern
Greek pop/folk music for instance. My true
weakness, in its good sense, lies in the ethereal/dream pop/shoegaze genres on one hand
and classical, neoclassical and dark ambient/
dark ethereal on the other. If I were to give
away a few names, these would be my absolute
favourite Cocteau Twins, Dead Can Dance,
Current 93, Love Spirals Downwards, Autumn’s Grey Solace, Collection d’Arnell~Andréa, Black Tape for A Blue Girl, The Cure,
The Chameleons, Sad Lovers and Giants,
Slowdive, Lush, Kate Bush, Tindersticks…
Maria Callas, Manos Chatzidakis, Savinna
Giannatou, Debussy, Grieg, Ravel, Wagner,
Purcell and so many more…

Source of inspiration and creativity has always been and I believe
shall remain the same for me: the
adventures of human psyche as

http://daybeforeus.tumblr.com/
DISCOGRAPHY
- “Ma propre fable, un dimanche” with 6&8
[Auditory Field Theory, Files.2013]
- “Misty shroud of regrets” [Rage in Eden cd.
2013]
- “Upon this world of dreams” [Kadaath Records cd. 2013]
- “Autumnal Wandering” [Cathedral Transmissions cd. 2013]
- “Hallowed Streams of Oblivion” [Petroglyph Music Flac.album 2013]
- V/A “The Astouding Fair” [Nostress Netlabel, Files. 2013]
- “Under Mournful Horizons” with Nimh
[Rage in Eden cd. 2012]
- “V/A: Urbi & Orbi Vol.III” [MinimalRome.
cd.2012]
- “V/A: Flatland, for a romance of many dimensions” [Kipple.it.cd.2011]

NOKALYPSE
Themistoklis Pantelopoulos

“The
prevailing
topic in my music
is Nature; her forces and her flawless laws. Nature
includes
everything from dogmatist statements to
ambivalent questioning.
Nature
teaches us what is
moral and what is
destroying us. Nature contains all the
humanly perceivable beauty; we, as
part of this system,
try to imitate her
or, in some cases,
provoke her either
by the means of invocation or by
ignorance.”

Can you tell us a few things about your
music background before starting to
compose music? Who is Themistoklis Pantelopoulos?

Underground and Motorpsycho. Let’s say
that all these names referred in this paragraph were the fuel for my first composition
efforts.

I was born in June 1982, in Athens, Greece.
In 1995, after watching a live show on The
Prodigy on television, held in Athens, a couple of months ago, I felt intrigued by that
and subsequently started listening to ambient, techno, trance, drum ‘n’ bass and hip
hop music. Before 2000, apart from The
Prodigy, I had fallen into the field of obsession with the following artists and bands:
The Future Sound Of London, Orbital, Ozric
Tentacles, Porcupine Tree, Delerium, Current
93, Einstürzende Neubauten, The Flaming
Lips, John Zorn, Boredoms, David Sylvian,
Brian Eno, King Crimson, Godspeed You!
Black Emperor and Autechre. So in the Summer of 2000, I started producing music. After
a while, I had the chance to listen to the music of the following artists and bands: Swans,
Sonic Youth, Nick Cave, Suicide, Tear Garden,
Skinny Puppy, Joy Division, The Velvet

How do you characterize your music?
In short, I could say that the music of Nokalypse is vaguely falling in the electronic music genre. So far I can safely split my creative
output in three periods. Period A (2000-2004)
contains music heavily influenced by the
artists mentioned before, music based on
rhythmic elements and synthesized sounds.
Melody was given a high priority those days.
In 2004 things changed. My involvement
with the Small Music Theater as a sound engineer (January 2004 - March 2008) played a
vital role in my music evolution and my life
in total. Again, in short, period B (2004-2009)
contains music that has almost departed
from rhythm and melody, resulting in electroacoustic works. Period C (2009-2013) was
a period of drastic and degenerative zymosis for my sound.

manly perceivable beauty; we, as part of this
system, try to imitate her or, in some cases,
provoke her either by the means of invocation or by ignorance.
Tell us about the “2000 - 2003 background” and the “nonchalant mood of
the period 2001 - 2004”. What distinguishes these 2 periods, reflected in your
sound as you mention.

Playing live while only composing a few
pieces gave me the chance to find out the
way I like or I do not like my sound.
What are your influences?
Since 2004, when I first came into electroacoustic and classical music my whole world
changed forever. I cannot tell that the previous influences were discarded. On the
contrary, they took a new shape in me. Newto-me music started forming my perception. The live performances of Kim Cascone,
Mecha/Orga, Francisco López, ILIOS, Coti,
Anastasis Grivas, Thodoris Zioutos, Phill Niblock and the recorded works of Tim Hecker,
Michael Chocholak, Iannis Xenakis, Alfred
Schnittke, Krzysztof Penderecki, Arvo Pärt
and Johann Sebastian Bach shaped forever the way I perceive music and its performance. I cannot safely say that all these are
my musical influences but still, they are major influences to the way I conceive a musical idea.

While the music I produced during the period of 2000-2004 sounds like belonging to
a certain continuous era, in fact two speeds
were applied, almost simultaneously. At
first, when I started making my own music
in 2000, led by the fist of my age, I wanted
my music to be powerful, raw and sensuous.
To be more exact, I never thought of those
qualities while composing. They were there
as a standard procedure and led my creative
virus for almost five years. In 2001 I found out
that my music could as well be less straightforward rhythmic, so, while I was already
producing the down-tempo neo-industrial/trance pieces, I was also trying myself in
ambient pieces, without being beat-driven.
Both ways sounded like expressing my…
equivocal mood of those period A years.

Where do you get inspiration from? Nature seems to be a prevailing topic.
Nature: Her forces and her flawless laws.
Nature includes everything from dogma- Where does the name “Nokalypse” come
tist statements to ambivalent questioning. from?
Nature teaches us what is moral and what
is destroying us. Nature contains all the hu- My friend Vaggelis had written several pos-

sible titles for pieces we would produce
together, on a piece of paper, in 1999. The
title/name Nokalypse caught my attention
and caused vibrations in my mind for several
weeks. I thought of this name as a self-denial; a self-conjuration of an apocalypse, thus
not_apocalypse… nocalypse… Nokalypse.
The substitution of C with K provided the
name with a route to get away from the obvious reference to apocalypse. Everything
is permitted in youth, so I baptized myself
Nokalypse. In addition, it sounded nice to
my ears.

tempts in electroacoustic music. Yiorgis was
already a friend and a major influence for
me, as a character and as a musician. He also
encouraged me while preparing for my first
ever solo performance, in May 2005, a week
after the album was released. Another good
friend, Haris Papadimitriou was responsible
for my first encounter with the “live” world. It
was an amazing experience for the anxious,
23 year-old Nokalypse.
You are quite creative, 10 albums so
far! What is your secret? Do you receive
enough feedback from your fans?

I wish I were more creative. For 14 years of
creating music, 10 albums might sound too
many. So, to feel more relaxed, I should confess that 3 out of these 10 albums are compilations mostly of pieces I made during
period A. Fans… there are people who
have supported me since the first breaths
of Nokalypse with whom I have always had
discussions about music and the essence of
During the period 2002 - 2004 you got creation.
involved with the duet Striketsi, the duet
and at times trio Harmatron and the quin- In 2006 you founded Triple Bath, this was
tet Party Butcher . Are you still collaborat- the turning point to noise/drone, right?
ing with these bands?
By the time Triple Bath was born, I was alStriketsi, Harmatron and Party Butcher were ready into drone/noise music (since 2004).
my collaborative projects for that period of During the pregnancy of the recording label
time. All of them were a field of improvisa- I was thinking that there were many friends
tion, since we never composed music. We who were making amazing electronic music
had the chance to play live with Harmatron but soon I was excited by several acoustic
and Party Butcher during 2003-2004 but works that were sent to the label for release
apart from being close friends with all the consideration.
people involved in these projects, we never
thought of doing that again after 2004.
On March 24 you created a live soundtrack
for the video/choreography by Eleftheria
Tell us about your first album in 2005 and Lagoudaki “8 Steps”, Comment on this.
your solo performances.
Do you plan to approach the soundtrack
world?
Axiac Infinity was released in 2005 by Echomusic, a newly formed recording label, run I was very happy when Eleftheria Lagoudaby Yiorgis Sakellariou. It contains my first at- ki contacted me in March 2012. I was really

afraid about how to make this happen. The
same thing had happened in 2010, for Moving Silence festival again but this time I was
extra anxious. Everything went on fine, as
Eleftheria said, right after the performance.
Luckily her video was only 7 minutes long
so I avoided the heart-attack. Eleftheria later
became my first yoga trainer. So far I have
not planned anything new regarding film
or video but I have already been composing
music for theatre.
Can you explain further the following Hasn’t the thought of a band crossed your
sentence and the idea of stimulation that mind? Or do you plan to go on solo?
seems to apply to your work? “Sound itself is the sole, fundamental component”. Sure it has! There is an ever-haunting idea
of a band spiraling between me and several
It was on December 2003 when I attended fellow musicians that I respect and love. One
a concert of Kim Cascone at the Small Mu- of these ideas has shyly started to take place
sic Theatre, in Athens. After the performance with my friend Giorgos Poulios, one of the
Kim Cascone had a talk with the attendants. most charismatic electroacoustic composI thought I might sound naïve but I dared to ers in Greece. Regardless of our attachment
ask him to explain to us “what/which is the to this music, we want to produce trance
emotional input to the music” he creates. music, no matter how silly this might sound
Smiling, Kim explained that his motivations as an idea.
are always emotional. That was the turning
point in my life: a simple question would Do you enjoy live shows? What is the ideal
drive me to viewing composition and listen- audience?
ing like flowing in multi-dimensional routes,
swirling undetermined, led by an holistic de- I definitely enjoy live shows. Each time I play
termination of one’s inner self. This thought live I find myself resonating to the sound
naturally led me to searching deeper for the and my brain deliriously pulsating to the viqualities of sound and how these qualities brations of the building. I am always feeling
would impact everything in me and around like I am levitating within a psycho-analytic
me. An example of this is how certain filter- bubble. When the audience takes part in this
ing to sound is causing one’s organ to res- process, it always feels great. It might sound
onate and how this resonance subsequent- autistic to say that communion is the ideal
ly causes secretion of a certain acid that form of interaction between the audience
chain-reacts to causing a certain feeling to and the performer, but to be honest I find it
somebody. An amazing idea by itself.
amazing when it happens.
Any plans for playing abroad?

What do you like reading and / or listening to?

I will be playing live in Germany, in July 2014.
This will be my first time abroad.
I am a bit ashamed to say that I am reading
only a few things from time to time. The last

time I read something was Sofokles’ Oedipus
Tyrant a month ago which drove me to tears
at the end. I mostly enjoy reading about the
universe or about religions and traditions. I
want the music to thrill me. For the last couple of years I have been obsessed with traditional music from Crete, Thrace and Pontus.
I always find something moving and transcendental in the traditional music of those
places, as well as in the music of the whole
East, including Greece, Bulgaria, Turkey, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Iran, Afganistan, Pakistan,
India, Middle East and Egypt. I am also obsessed with field recordings, electroacoustic
music, post-war minimalism, trance/techno
music and of course the music of baroque
and renaissance-era composers.
Any future plans, or projects?
2014 will find me involved in a great theatrical play, composing music together with
two people I highly respect, Stavros Gasparatos and Stratis Psaradellis.
What is the pattern you follow when you
compose? Sudden inspiration notes kept
everywhere, or periods of solitude dedicated to new compositions?
When it comes to composing I always feel
ascetic. Nothing else can catch my attention, not even the tastiest food. This is why
I gained about 15 kilograms in three years.
Hobbies?
I have no hobbies. When I am occupied with
something I give all of my energy to it. l

HOME PAGE -LINKS
website : nokalypse.gr
e-mail : nokalypse@yahoo.gr
myspace : myspace.com/nokalypse
facebook : facebook.com/Nokalypse
bandcamp : nokalypse.bandcamp.com
soundcloud : soundcloud.com/nokalypse
DISCOGRAPHY
personal albums
Detune in Z sharp
2012, Triple Bath
Sfalmatic Exceptions
Archive-1, 2011
Toxic
Archive-2, 2011
Confessed Biosophies of Oneness
Archive-3, 2011
Wired & Mirrored
2009, Echomusic

Repeated in an Indefinitely Alternating Series of Thoughts
2009, Absurd / Entr’acte
Where Avenues Meet At Night
2009, Ripples Recordings
Axiac Infinity
2005, Echomusic
Between Trouble and Desire
2005, Phase! Records
Ocean of Inexistence
2006, Triple Bath
split
with Novasak
2007, Swamp Of Pus
collaborations
with Night On Earth
2006, Outlandish Recordings
with Trypanosoma
2005, Echomusic
compilations
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CAMERA OBSCURA
DESIRE LINES
12” LP, CD, Digital
4AD, 2013

PREGHOST
GHOST STORY
CD/Digital
n5md, 2013

OCOEUR
MEMENTO
Digital
n5md, 2013

Desire Lines started life in 2011
- shortly after the release of
their 4AD debut My Maudlin
Career – as demos put together in singer Tracyanne Campbell’s flat. Revisiting those
songs a couple of years later,
the band made the decision
to decamp from their native
Glasgow to Portland, Oregon
to work with GRAMMY-nominated producer Tucker Martine (R.E.M., Spoon, My
Morning Jacket), enlisting
Neko Case and My Morning Jacket’s Jim James to contribute vocals along the way.
The band’s 4AD Session was
filmed in their hometown of
Glasgow, at the Tron Theatre.
“The idea behind the session
was pure and simple - Camera Obscura are a perfect
band, they record their songs
all playing live together and
there’s a beautiful, unblemished chemistry in that unity.”
Ending 2013 the band
won a Tartan Clef at the
Scottish
Music
Awards.

Some Some may recognize
Kosuke Anamizu as the solitary presence behind Japanese
cinematic ambient project
Moshimoss (Dynamophone,
Nothing66). In sharp juxtaposition to Moshimoss’ characteristically delicate vignettes
Anamizu has created a new
project: Preghost. While no
less personal this new project focuses on larger scale atmosphere which is met with
hypnoticly twisted dub techno
beat work, hazy guitars and
looped yet sullen vocals on his
debut album: Ghost Story. Anamizu is using a gauzier and
less child-like sound pallet
for Preghost. This new sound
hints at some new songwriting
techniques for Anamizu still
being able to make that all important human connection to
his music effortless. For this is
something that Anamizu truly
excels. Ghost Story also features a remix from Anamizu
cohort Ametsub and will be
out November 12th on n5MD.

“Memento” is a digital only
EP featuring three, more introspective, works from Frank
Zaragoza (a.k.a Ocoeur). In
addition to the three new
tracks are two remixes of the
track ‘Light’ from Ocoeur’s recent album ‘Light as a Feather’. New n5MD signing Elise
Mélinand shows her talent
as a remixer while Ben Lukas Boysen (hecq/hymen/ad
noiseam) morphs the track
into something more reflective that easily parallels his
most recent soundtrack work.
“Au coeur” translated into English is simple: “to the heart”
and french electronic musician
and graphic designer Franck
Zaragoza has re-appropriated the expression as Ocoeur.
his music has become much
more elevated by injecting
emotions in a way that is neither heavy on melancholy or
unpleasantly
overwrought
while sometimes even reflecting an artful playfulness.

Association for
Renaissance
Martial Arts
"There is an old alchemical formula that speaks on how to
get a man deeply involved into knightly arts. Take a part
of romanticism and mix it with the love of studying ancient
and medieval writings, the will for physical exercise and a
fourth element, the most important, the right people; the
Association for Renaissance Martial Arts.“
interviewer: George Schinas Photos by Kostas Alexakis

GEORGE SCHINAS: George and Renos, would you
like to introduce yourselves and share how your
interest in renaissance knightly arts first took
shape?
Chrysovalantis Renos Tabakakis : I believe there is an old alchemical formula that
speaks on how to get a man deeply involved
into knightly arts. Take a part of romanticism
and mix it with the love of studying ancient
and medieval writings, the will for physical
exercise and a fourth element, which I ‘d say
is the most important, to find the right people. The first three were elements I already
had from my high school years - even earlier - and I fortunately managed to keep in a
satisfying amount until today. The last one
came to me in 2003 when I joined the Association for Renaissance Martial Arts; the right
people. The unrivalled video performances
of senior teacher, John Clements, were tellingly inspirational.
The dozens of historical fencing manuals
translated, analyzed and presented in the
official ARMA website were a paradise for
the scholar. Last but not least, from the beginning of my journey in this world of constant research, study and skill development,
I was accompanied by good friends that
shared the same interests with me. Having
a long-sword in one hand, the Arte Gladiatoria of Maestro Filippo Vadi in the other and
a good partner to spar with, always give me
the feel of a sweet dream coming true. And
to be honest, living in what I use to describe
as the ‘dark ages of modern Greece’, I believe
that all of us need to have such renaissance
dreams that are so alive and vivid.

has a sense of honor and bravery that all
other weapons lack. It has a deep archetypical impact on me and I believe in most males
around the world. It is a symbol of bravery,
honor, duty, chivalry and a lot more. I think
that the sword is the most celebrated weapon in literature, mythology, tradition and of
course war.
When I started with my quest in the ways of
war through the Eastern Martial Arts paths,
my desire was to tame the blade…still the
knight in me was protesting about the diverse path through the east…I tried sport
fencing. It was ok, nice aerobic training but
it lacked the martial spirit I was looking for.
So when I found the guys of the Greek study
group of ARMA which back then was at its
early stages, it was like an entrance to Valhalla!! All of my passions : history, chivalry,
swordfighting and martial arts, united as
one.
Needless to say that it became quickly my
main object of training, although I still continue to train frequently in other systems.
I was really excited to see that there was a
line of masters of the sword which can be
traced even back to Ancient Greece. The Arts
of Mars in the West–especially with weapons-were so sophisticated, detailed and effectively systematized that I was (and still
am) enchanted by them!

George Zacharopoulos : I was obsessed
with swords since childhood. Back then I
was amazed by every movie character who
was wielding a sword: a knight, a pirate, a
barbarian, a musketeer, even Zorro. I did not
like guns and pistols that much….the sword George
Zacharopoulos

Chrysovalantis
Renos Tabakakis

Much of the curriculum
that you study comes from
as early as the 14th century
and goes further to the
16th century, so why “
renaissance”?
C. R. Tabakakis : Let me make this short story long, if you don’t mind. The historical period between the 14th and the 16th century
is indeed The Renaissance but to be more
precise, it was a major cultural movement
that followed another movement of similar
value, the renaissance of the 12th century;
which followed the Ottonian renaissance of
the 10th century, which followed the Carolingian renaissance of the 8th century...and
the chain goes back to the renaissance of
the Greek classical period. From antiquity to
the modern age, we can see major innovations and advancements in all kinds of arts
and sciences almost every 200 years. The
Europeans did not re-invent the wheel in
the beginning of the 14th century and surely they did not learn to use the sword and
the buckler skillfully and assertively because
they read the manuscript I.33 in the 1300’s.

So, the real question seems to be: what were
the major advancements and innovations
that profoundly affected the martial arts of
Europe in the 14th century leading to the
triumph of arms and armor in the late 15th
and the early 16th century? First of all, in the
first half of the 14th century we see a great
evolution in military technology. In 1327

appear the first portable cannons, known
as crakys of war, that were used from the
armies of king Eduard III against the Scots.
In the second half of the 14th century we
see knights fully clad in plate armor after
centuries of carrying the burden of the obsolete maille cuirass. Also, the quality and
morphology of swords change dramatically
to adapt to the new type of warfare while
the long-sword has to compete against very
efficient armor-breakers, like the mace, the
axe and the hammer. Above all, the most
significant advancement we see in this period is a major breakthrough in the way of
teaching the arts of combat.
Not just because of the fact that the first European fencing manuals containing iconography appear, but because the ideas and
practices within them make the first steps
to bring the art on the level of science. In a
period of nostalgia for Europe’s Greco-roman past, the evolution of martial philosophy imitates the evolution of classical philosophy. In ancient philosophy there was a
‘father’ model, Socrates, who did not ever
write any philosophical texts and his ideas
were entirely based on writings by his students.
There was also a ‘son’ model, Plato, famous
for the writing of philosophical dialogues
known as Socratic Dialogues where he expressed his ideas while staying very close
within the texts to Socrates’ teachings. And
finally there was a ‘grandson’ model, Aristotle, who may have kept a connection with the
core ideas of his predecessors but he also
created new foundations taking philosophy
to a higher level and making it coextensive
with reasoning, which he described as science. The art of the long-sword has a ‘father’,
Johannes Liechtenauer, who never wrote
any fencing manual but all we know about
his teachings come from the writings of other masters or his students. They attributed
to him a poem named the Zedel (epitome)
whose wording is intentionally cryptic and

was used as a mnemonic aid to help the
students remember fencing concepts they
have been taught orally.
The art also has ‘sons’, like Sigmund Ringeck,
Peter von Danzig and Paulus Kal, who presented and treated the verses of the Zedel
as the core of the art, organizing and expanding the system based on a Lichtenaurean concept. She also has a ‘grandson’, Joachim Meyer, who wrote a comprehensive,
multi-weapon treatise in 1570 using Lieachtenaurean terminology in one hand, while in
the other he managed to present a never
seen before system of his own; probably the
most complete system of the German Kunst
des Fechtens. He describes a very wide
range of techniques designed primarily for
civilian swordplay and, in some occasions,
for duel while the side-sword section bears
some resemblance to contemporary Italian
swordplay.
This passage from the immature stage of
oral tradition, to the mature stage of formulaic writing, where concepts and techniques
are demonstrably recorded, analyzed and
portrayed but still contain evidence of oral
influences, to a final stage of perfection
where within the system of the art appear
clear evidence of scientific methodology,
could not be better described than a ‘Renaissance’ of European martial arts. Not only
because this evolution takes place within a
certain historical period but because such a
momentous progress inspires the term.

Were those arts practiced only by knights?
C. R. Tabakakis : In medieval times to
study military arts under the guidance of
a renowned master of arms was a luxury
of the ruling aristocracy that fulfilled the
requirements of wealth, education and social status. The elite armies of the Crusader
Era were formed with the contribution of
either kings and lesser princes or the Pope
and the imperator Constantinopolitanus. In
the renaissance, a large rise in the European
middle-class was marked giving a chance to
more and more people to become members
of the intellectual and military elite. Thus, the
medieval scholae monasticae were gradually outshined by the renaissance academies
and universities and the warrior-monk of the
Crusades was finally overshadowed by the
16th century gentleman. The earliest of the
surviving fencing manuals we have in our
hands is the Tower of London Manuscript
I.33 from approximately 1300 that depicts a
priest and a student of a German cathedral
school performing unarmored sword-andbuckler techniques.
The earliest detailed illustrations of longsword combat come from the Flos Duellatorum of the chivalrous Fiore of the nobili
liberi from 1410, while the late 16th century
art of defense is presented in text and icons
by gentlemen like George Silver and Giacomo di Grassi. It’s the same story told in a different way: the art slowly passed from the

hands of the clergy and knighthood into the
hands of noble but low born men. What is
more important is that despite the urge to
‘love the art as a jewel and treasure and never let, by any means, the doctrine fall into the
hands of unrefined men’...despite the urge
to ‘invite to this doctrine only men raised
to rule the republic or to defend orphans
and widows’, as we read in Vadi’s Gladiatoria from 1482, many students and masters
of the art were nothing more than soldiers
of fortune, social climbers, street-fighters or
even criminals.
The art in its wholeness was never a pure
knightly one. She always had only a few true
believers that were chivalrous themselves as
personalities. The only part of fighting with
weapons that we could possibly refer to as
‘knightly’ is the art of the long-sword; which
was also historically described as ritterlich
(‘die ritterlich kunst des langen schwerts’,
Ringeck’s commentaries on Liechtenauer’s
merkverse).

You have published a book together entitled
“The Knightly Art of the Sword”. This has been
the first such work to have seen the light of
Greek bibliography. Would you like to explain
what is it all about?
C. R. Tabakakis : As you said, it’s indeed the
first book presenting renaissance martial
arts in Greek and we really feel very proud
of that. For many reasons, though, it was
not an easy job and we had to take some
risks. Primarily because the book is referring
within its content as in its title and subtitle
to two taboo concepts - for the Greeks - :
knighthood and the renaissance. Being very
stubborn and egoistic as a race, we always
liked to consciously delete from our memories what makes us feel awkward and would
defy our feeling of ‘racial superiority’ in philosophy and arts, especially military arts. The
term ‘renaissance’ brings to our memories a

Greece under Ottoman rule, following a period under Frankish rule. The ‘betrayal’ of the
European Crusader Armies that sacked our
Queen of Cities in 1204 and led to the total
annihilation of the Imperium Graecorum
in 1453. Thus, the term ‘knighthood’ brings
to our minds the German, the Frankish and
the Italian cavalry of the Crusades. So, why
should a Greek read a book about the western European renaissance arts of combat?
First and foremost we must take off the
blinkers that makes us always focus on the
history of ‘Greece’ rather than the history of
the ‘Greeks’. The first may seem to have fallen in a dark age that spanned the period
from the fall of Constantinople to the Greek
Revolution of 1821, but the second is full
of scholars and warriors that never ceased
fighting for a racial renaissance/rebirth and
the reconquista of their lost homelands.
In the second half of the 15th century, the
Italian cities face a migration flood of Greek
scholars and soldiers from Epirus, Macedonia, Peloponnese, Crete and Asia Minor no need to mention that the ex-Byzantine,
southern Italian territories of the peninsula
and Sicily always had large Greek communities from their establishment till today.
Personalities like Demetrius Chalcocondylis,
John Argyropoulos, Manuel Chrysoloras and
Basilios Bessarion have profoundly affected,
through texts and ideas, the subjects of the
renaissance studia humanitatis.
Greek cavaliers within the ranks of the stradioti, like Graitzas Paleologos, Panagiotis
Doxaras, Demetrios and Isaakios Lascaris
have served the Italian mercenary companies (especially the ones under the banners
of Venice) either as horsemen, officers or
commanders (condottieri). Some of them,
have even served the English Army in the
era of Henry VIII, like Thomas of Argos (battalion captain of 550 Greek stradioti) who
was injured in the siege of Boulogne fight-

ing victoriously against a unit of more than
1000 French, in 1546. Some others have
been knighted after proving their martial
skills in combat, like Matthew Spanoudis
who earned the title of ‘Count and Knight of
the Holy Roman Empire’ from the Emperor
Frederic III. Others, like Krokodeilos Kladas
(military leader), fought valiantly against
the Turks and died trying to recapture the
castles of Morea.
The Greek renaissance soldier, light-cavalier and knight, while mysteriously missing
from the Greek school books of history, was
there...fighting with the sword or the longsword, wearing a breast-plate. Our book may
inevitably focus on fencing manuals written
by Germans, Italians and English (since we
have no existing renaissance texts on the
arts of combat written in Greek) but we assure the Greek reader that through its pages
they will discover more common things between Greece and Renaissance Europe than
they could ever imagine.

What had been the repercussions of the publishing of your book?
George Zacharopoulos : We knew , since
we started writing the book, that it is a

very difficult subject for the Greek readers.
Nothing like this was ever published in the
Greek language and it was even difficult to
find a publishing house to print it! Luckily
BATSIOULAS PUBLICATIONS loved the idea
and funded the project. Our book is kind of
generic. It is an introduction of the European Martial Arts of the Middle Ages and Renaissance as practiced by knights, masters
and men at arms. It is not a martial art book
although it is full of it! It is more of a historic book ON the martial arts of that era. Of
course it has terminology and some basic
techniques on the use of the longsword but
still its main purpose is educational and introductory: Yes, Europe had functional and
complete martial art and self-defense systems even from ancient times! You know
this statement still amazes people, they are
like: “Really? I thought the practicing and
teaching of martial arts is coming from the
Far East”.
This is one of the things our book has started to change by introducing the European
systems of weapon fighting to a larger audience. By making people realize the richness
and beauty of the Western Arts. The book
has received excellent reviews in historical
and related media and that is very encouraging. It is never going to be a top seller or
anything like that but we do not care: we
know that we added our own, no matter
how small, stone to the huge castle of Historical European Martial Arts. At least now a
lot more people know that they exist!

Could someone actually revive a true martial
system just from books?
C. R. Tabakakis : Without books no one can
be a good master or a good student in this
art, as Fiore mentions in his Battaglia, but
books can teach nothing by themselves. Trying to become a swordsman by just reading
fencing manuals is exactly like trying to be-

come a poet by just reading Poe. You are still
missing a ‘t’ in Poe that stands for ‘trying’ and
‘training’. The core of our study approach is
to combine text and iconography from the
source teachings with hands-on experience
using accurate replica weapons and armor,
as well as surviving specimens. For us, this
is the only way to go, having in mind that
nothing can be reconstructed efficiently
without using the right tools and methodology. ‘T’ also stands for talent. If you don’t
have it in you, you will always be a mediocre
no matter the effort you put into it.

How could swordplay be considered a means
of self-defense, especially for the modern
practitioner?
George Zacharopoulos : The systems we
are studying and practicing are complete
systems of self-defense tested in warfare.
Ok back in times there were no guns but
swords, knives, sticks and unarmed combat were always present. Look around you:
people are still trying to hurt other people
with wooden sticks, baseball bats, knives,
axes even various sword types like machetes. In the manuals we study all these kinds
of weapons are present along with the
knowledge on how to use them to attack
and defend. The anatomy of these weapons
remains the same even today. Furthermore
wrestling and unarmed fighting is explained
in high detail in the works of the masters.
The human body has not changed since the
medieval times. If someone attacks you with

a knife today you will do the same things
they did 500 years ago.
The same goes for unarmed combat: people
are trying to hit you, choke you, throw you,
dominate you and lock you, in the exact same
ways as in 1400 for example. Therefore the
training in the systems we are studying has
a lot of advantages in today’s world. It may
not be our core objective to train people in
street self-defense like modern systems, but
nevertheless you learn things which can be
found pretty useful in urban survival.

So, is there any common ground between the
historical works of the original masters of defense and your book?
C. R. Tabakakis: Actually, our book is 100%
based on historical sources, especially on
the works of the most important weapon
masters; including, also, their biographies.
We don’t follow the recipe of a fechtbuch,
but we try to cover the most significant subjects that have to do with the methodology
of bringing an old art into life. It’s first part
gives an in depth analysis of the social, artistic and military battlegrounds of renaissance Europe, while the second part gets
more technical containing: arms and armor
typology, long-sword techniques based
on the fight-book of Sigmund Ringeck, described in detail and presented through
photographs, a small lexicon of German and
Italian fencing terms translated to Greek
and also a section where we share our experience wielding the two 16th century dopplehanders of the Saroglos Collection, at the
War Museum of Athens. People, who study
history, archaeology, medieval and renaissance arts and sciences or are teachers and
students of martial art academies, will definitely find it interesting.

George Zacharopoulos : In my opinion absolutely NOT! There can be very good teachers, excellent instructors, efficient group
leaders but Maestros, no. The masters we
are studying have tested their techniques
in real combat situations: war and dueling.
They have survived these life and death situations and transported their TESTED knowledge to us through their manuals. How can
you be a master of the sword if you have not
shed blood, yours or others? How can you
claim mastery if you have not successfully
defended your life from someone who is attacking you with a sharp weapon trying to
kill you?
Today we practice them in halls, or parks or
anywhere else wearing our safety equipment and dealing respectfully with our opponent because we want to learn and enjoy swordfighting. We are not going to war
tomorrow or we do not duel to the death.
Therefore we test our skills in safe environments with no psychological stress or anxiety. There can never be a master because he
simply cannot test his skills and knowledge
in actual combat.
Personally speaking I have the same opinion
for all weapon fighting martial arts whenever they come from, especially the traditional
ones. The people who created them have
shed their blood and lived to tell it. You can
never be a Master like them, except if you
service in law enforcement or the army and
have tested your skills in actual fighting. If
you observe the creators of modern combat
systems, you will realize that most of them
were law officers, army people or mercenaries. They tasted real combats and created a
system based on their experiences, otherwise their system would not be realistic. This
is exactly what the masters of the old did. In
conclusion I cannot accept anyone as Master of the Art. A very good instructor or even
teacher, of course yes!

So, could there be any modern masters of the
art?
You’ve also been involved into the making of

the first Greek Epic Fantasy movie, entitled
“Indomitable: The Dragonphoenix Chronicles”.
Please, tell us a few things about this endeavour.

Finally! We told ourselves: let’s make something realistic and historically sound. The
movie is of epic-fantasy genre (based on the
Greek comic: The Dragonphoenix Chronicles, by Yannis Roumboulias) but most of the
weapons used are historical. Me and Renos
along with the help of Stefanos Goutzamanis and Akis Lazaropoulos created most of
the choreographed fights (not all) where
the hero (Dragar a barbarian from the North
like Conan) chops, kills and maims his opponents with his longsword. We used accurate
techniques but we chose the ones who look
well on camera. This is the thing with movies, a real fight would last up to 8-10 seconds
but in the movies we need more time so the
audience can enjoy. But still we managed to
avoid overdoing it. The movie has received
very good reviews from the critics and from
the audience and the fight scenes have
been received enthusiastically. It was a great
experience for us and if the movie goes for
a sequel with a bigger budget, we could do
wonders! l
CONTACT
site: www.thearma.gr
fb: www.facebook.com/Armahellas
mail: armahellas@gmail.com

George Zacharopoulos : Most of us love
epic fantasy and sword and sorcery movies. We love to see Arnie wielding his sword
as Conan and creating hell and chaos! But
we also know how terrible his sworfighting skills are. And of course is not Arnie to
blame. So far I have not seen a movie-either
fantasy or historical-based on actual historical sources of swordfighting. Why? I honestly do not know. Maybe because most of
the fighting choreographers were trained in
Eastern Martial Arts (no all swords are NOT
the same),or sport and Victorian fencing.
Maybe the director of the movie told them
that real fighting does not look well on
camera or something like that. The truth is
that I do not know. So when we met Thanos
Kermitsis (director, writer, actor) and Yannis
Roumboulias (actor, writer, concept artist)
and they told us they wish to make a “sword
& sorcery” movie, supported by crowd-funding (the total budget never exceeded the
amount of 10K euros), that would include
realistic fight scenes, we were more than
willing to offer our help as ARMA HELLAS.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Dragonphoenix Chronicles: Indomitable

(2013) 120 min - Action | Adventure | Fantasy - 14 November 2013 (Greece) Plot: A savage warrior escapes slavery
and hunted by his former masters, begins a perilous journey back to his homeland and his wife. Director: Thanos
Kermitsis Writers: Thanos Kermitsis (screenplay), Yannis
Roumboulias (story) Stars: Yannis Roumboulias, Constantina Georganta, Georgia Giannakoudi, Meletis Georgiadis
and more. (2 ‘Best Sets and Costumes’ awards, one at the
‘Cyprus International Film Festival 2013’ and one at the
‘Peloponnesian International Film Festival 2013’).

George Zacharopoulos and Chrysovalantis Renos Tabakakis participate in the film as Mercenary Captains.

A 1766 portrait of Rousseau wearing
an Armenian
costume by
Allan Ramsay.

“The world
of reality
has its limits;
the world of
imagination
is boundless.”

"The Swiss philosopher
Jean-Jacques Rousseau
(1712-78) undermines the
notion that the Enlightenment was remorselessly rationalistic. He gave
18th century thought an
emotional and visionary
edge which has led many
to see him as the prototype Romantic. Rousseau
was a solitary man whose
individualism went to the
extreme of paranoia. Not
for him the "Grand Tour"
by coach - he crossed the
Alps alone on foot and
recorded his Romantic
impressions of this in his
autobiographical Confessions (1781-88).
Rousseau was at the same
time messianic and misanthropic. The exploration of
his own inner experiences
surpassed mere sensibility. He elevated the self as
something pure and capable of autonomous moral
choices. This exclusive individualism was the basis
for his lasting contribution to Romantic thinking
about the self and society."
Duncan Heath - Judy Boreham (Introducing Romanticism,UK,1999)

CLASSICS TO SEE BEFORE YOU FLY
9 films on dreams

BEAUTY ANTI-UGLIOTICS
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There are certain issues with d
i
footwear is the elegant evening slipper. Also known as
the Prince Albert slipper, this
soigné accent is made of velvet with leather soles and
features a grosgrain bow or
a motif or the wearer’s initials
embroidered in gold. These
slippers share the same dark
colors as the smoking jacket
with which they make a perfect pairing. Like the smoking
jacket, they are appropriate
only for private occasions.

wearing slippers that can
arise in some situations. Some
people also find slippers to
be a type of safety footwear if
they are the large overstuffed
novelty variety because the
stuffing can preclude injury from
stubbing one’s toe while walking in
a dark room at night. Another form
There are many different types of slip- of safety can come in the protection
pers each with varying styles, materi- from pathogens on the walking surals, and purposes.
face. Wearing slippers can be used as
a way to keep feet clean.
Novelty slippers; These slippers are
made to resemble something other Though slippers are primarily a type
than a slipper, and are sold as a novel- of footwear reserved for the home,
ty item. The slippers are usually made many people have taken to wearing
from soft and colorful; materials and various slippers in public.
commonly come in the shapes of animals or animal paws, vehicles, cartoon characters, etc.

Slippers

Ugg Slippers; Popular expensive designer sheepskin boot that comes in
slipper variety. Most often the slip-on
brown, tan or black sheepskin slipper
shoe or the grey, pink, violet,cream
knit pump with sheepskin on the inside.
From Wikipedia
The classic alternative in black-tie wiki/Slipper

http://en.wikipedia.org/
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ADDICTED TO...

By Spyros Papathanasiou

Giorgos Seferis

Harry Houdini

Ian Kevin Curtis

James Thurber

Peter Christopherson

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Ralph Waldo Emerson

Walt Whitman

Wladimir Majakowski

Iris oratoria
“ ”Prepare To Meet Your Doom,
but you can always leave,
remembering just how beautiful
I am ”
IS WHAT THE POSE MEANS
ACCORDING TO SCIENTISTS

An adult female
Iris oratoria in a
deimatic pose
Deimatic behaviour
in animals means any
pattern of threatening
or startling behaviour,
such as suddenly displaying conspicuous
eyespots, so as to scare
off or momentarily distract a predator, thus
giving the prey animal
an opportunity to escape.
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